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ScienceDirectSocial Studies of Science, 1989, 19: 387–420. Specimens at the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology proved adaptable and yet robust enough to translate among viewpoints,
becoming border objects that could cross between amateur and professional, paleon-
tologist and biologist, administrators and public visitors; the fruitful observation used
here is the emphasis on interpretative flexibility of each particular object.
2 Bruno Latour’s Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers throughMuseum objects have biographies shaped by their ma-
terial, geographical and cultural origins, their initial
intended purpose, and theways inwhich they are valued
and interpreted by curators and public audiences. Often
one object becomes highly symbolic of a particular
group even as its presentation over time reflects chang-
ing perceptions of the culture as well as the individual
object. A Maori hei-tiki – a small but distinctive green-
stone pendant – collected by Charles Wilkes on his
United States Exploring Expedition in 1840 provides
insight into changing museum practices, museum net-
works of exchange, the impact of professionalizing ex-
pertise in ethnology and anthropology since the late
nineteenth century, shifting public interests and expec-
tations, and, indeed, the unanticipated ways in which
museum objects find their way into exhibition, in this
case at the Smithsonian Institution. The material resil-
ience and embedded historicity of the hei-tiki remain as a
counterbalance to its versatility as an object useful in
multiple stories over nearly two centuries.
The very materiality of museum objects has made them
useful tools to identify current themes in the history of
science including cultural perceptions and global mobili-
ty. Acquisition patterns and museum networks relocated
not only natural specimens but also human productions in
increasing numbers through the nineteenth century.
Those substantive artifacts transformed in their mean-
ing as they moved through time and space, crossing
boundaries and taking on new meanings provided by
owners, exhibitors, transient observers, commercial
traders and museum curators, among others.1 The§ Too many friends and colleagues listened to stories captured here to be individu-
ally acknowledged. However, I do owe special thanks to Ruth Barton, my Fulbright
sponsor at the University of Auckland, PamHenson and the archivists who hosted me
at the Smithsonian Institution, Kele Cable, who provided bibliographical assistance,
and Justine Philip who helped with Maori research. Colleagues at the Max Planck
Institute for the History of Science offered helpful comments when I presented a
version of this paper there in 2015.
Corresponding author: Kohlstedt, S.G. (sgk@umn.edu).
1 The language distinction between specimens (usually associated with natural
history objects) and artifacts (material objects shaped by humans) emerged in the
nineteenth century but only became common in the twentieth century; before that
both things made by people and elements extant in nature were typically discussed
in common as objects or simply specimens. Path breaking work on the multiple
meanings of objects as they cross boundaries is in Susan Leigh Starr and James R.
Griesemer in ‘‘Institutional Ecology, ‘Translations’ and Boundary Objects:
Amateurs and Professionals in Berkeley’s Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 1907–39’’,
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pretative flexibility and geographical mobility makes
them useful in understanding the reformulation of
knowledge frameworks and social meanings in ways that
inevitably also reflect authority and status.2 This essay
follows just one such object that came into this histor-
ian’s scholarly view while doing research in large, hand-
written ledger books that included correspondence
between James Hector, director of the Colonial Museum
(today the Museum of New Zealand/Te Papa Tongawera)
in Wellington and Spencer F. Baird, director of the
Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum (now the
National Museum of Natural History) in Washington,
D.C., in the early-1880s.3
Over the course of more than a hundred and fifty years a
small greenstone pendant, a hei-tiki, made the long pas-
sage across the Pacific Ocean three times and moved from
one museum setting to another in Washington, D.C. That
transit revealed changing ideas about the Maori who
shaped it and interpretative contexts in the emerging field
of anthropology. Following what some scholars suggest is
the life story or biography of an object demonstrates its
fundamental integrity even as it absorbs, reflects and
occasionally deflects both expert interpretation and audi-
ence response.4Society (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988) comments on the transportabil-
ity and translation of materials and ideas. Current museum studies scholarship also
reflects a changing perspective on objects and particularly marks the importance of
attending to their specific materiality. See, for example work in Dudley S, ed.Museum
Objects: Experiencing the Properties of Things. London: Routledge; 2012, especially her
introduction and chapter ‘Encountering a Chinese Horse: Engaging with the Thing-
ness of Things’, pp. 1–15.
3 Spencer F. Baird to James Hector, May 26, 1854. An additional note on this letter
indicates that the items were returned on January 10, 1882. MU 94, New Zealand
Museum/Te Papa Tongarewa Archives (hereafter TPTA).
4 The biographical framing of a scientific object suggests it has, in fact, a ‘life’ as it
moves through time and space, framed by changing location and interpretation of
those who view and handle it. On these matters see essays in Sandra H. Dudley, et al.,
Narrating Objects, Collecting Stories (London: Routledge, 2012); Lorraine Daston, ed.,
The Scientific Life of Objects (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999) and her
edited volume Things That Talk: Object Lessons fromArt and Science (New York: Zone
Books, 2004); also see Neil MacGregor’s AHistory of the World in 100 Objects (London:
British Museum, 2011; now digitized at http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/
a_history_of_the_world.aspx).
pen access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Figure 1. The two hei-tikis acquired by Charles Wilkes during the U.S. Exploring
Expedition in 1840 are characteristic and yet distinctive, and both show western
trade in that they have red sealing wax as eyes. The one on the right was on
display at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition in 1876. They are held by the
Anthropology Department, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C.
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and a few other Maori objects owned by the Smithsonian
Institution had, by curious chance, been taken back to New
Zealand. Originally acquired from its Maori owners in 1840,
the hei-tiki had been loaned by the Smithsonian to New
Zealand commissioners assigned to build their national
display at the international Centennial Exposition held
in Philadelphia in 1876. Subsequent research into the
provenance of this small but culturally representative
object led back to the records of a voluntary organization,
the National Institution for the Promotion of Science in
Washington, D.C. and from there to United States Ex-
ploring Expedition, 1838–1842. The nearly four-year ex-
pedition marked the emergence of the young nation’s
global, political and economic interests. The inclusion
of naturalists ready to participate in the international
exchange of new knowledge suggested their intellectual
aspirations and provided American citizens a perspective
on a world that was increasingly accessible. Following
just this one object, a small stone figure shaped by a
Maori craftsman, over time indicates the collecting in-
centive in the mid-nineteenth century, the changing role
and perspectives of those shaping international world
fairs and museum displays, and the layered meanings
such an object might acquire, sometimes for a relatively
short term, once removed from its initial site.
Historians and museum studies scholars are engaged
in active discussions about the contingent meanings of
objects over time and through the perceptions of different
viewers.5 In the mood of the late twentieth century, those
who studied museums could be harshly critical and, em-
phasizing that museums were neither static nor staid,
point particularly to the ways that anthropological exhi-
bits had shaped attitudes about culture and race that
needed no longer were appropriate. They offered an im-
portant reminder that research museums, in particular,
use objects to generate explanations, sometimes theories,
about an artifact’s material origins, the people who pro-
duced it, and what curators hoped to demonstrate about
current professional knowledge, but too often without
making racial, class, gender and other assumptions ex-
plicit. This essay acknowledges the importance of those
insights even as it remains historical in its orientation by
understanding these interpretations in their own contex-
tual frameworks.
This one object, a jade pendant hei-tiki, proved to be
unusually well-traveled, making three trips across the5 There is a rich literature on museum history and a useful starting point are the
historiographical essays in ‘Focus: Museums and the History of Science’, in Isis, 2005,
95: 559–608. Inspired by the evocative, theoretical writings of Michel Foucault and
Pierre Bourdieu, museum studies in the 1990s looked closely at the order imposed on
things in the museum and on the regulation of those who visited to suggest that highly
visible museums were, in some measure, disciplining both. The analysis was pene-
trating and observations often cogent as a corrective to simple descriptive historical
accounts of museums then in place. Among the most influential were Tony Bennett,
The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics (London: Routledge, 1995) and,
more stridently, Eileen Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the Shaping of Knowledge
(London: Routledge, 1992). The essays in Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine, eds.,
Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display (Washington: Smith-
sonian Institution Press, 1991) suggest some of the range of opinions, particularly in
relationship to ethnographic exhibits and the exoticizing of peoples in museum
settings; particularly insightful is Barbara Kirschenblatt-Gimblett, ‘Objects of Eth-
nography’, pp. 386–443. An overview is found in Randolph Starn, ‘A Historian’s Brief
Guide to New Museum Studies’, American Historical Review, 2005, 110: 68–98.
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Zealand and its Maori people. It reflects the very active
acquisition and displacement of natural history specimens
and cultural artifacts around the world, particularly in-
tense during the nineteenth century. But, focusing on how
this particular object was placed and displaced also reveals
shifting aspirations for objectivity and the essential sub-
jectivity that motivated museum practices and cultural
reproduction over time. It shows quite dramatically the
shift when museums turned from curiosities to what were
deemed representative objects in nature and culture as
curators made claims about authenticity and the impor-
tance of integrated knowledge.
The hei-tiki that found itself in transit was skillfully
crafted from jade found exclusively on the South Island of
New Zealand. It was already becoming one of the iconic
representatives of New Zealand when it was acquired from
its owner in 1840. It retained its salience because it could
be readily identified by western travelers acquiring dis-
tinctive markers of indigenous peoples they encountered.
Like others of its type, the hei-tiki acquired by Wilkes
(Figure 1) was a hand carved neck pendant, made of
nephrite, a dark greenstone found exclusively on the west
coast of New Zealand’s South Island. Sometimes called
New Zealand jade and identified by Maori as pounamu,
the stone typically has a wonderfully deep, sometimes
Figure 2. This map suggests what was known about the islands of New Zealand in
the mid-nineteenth century when place names had not yet stabilized and the Bay
of Islands seemed as significant as Auckland, then the Capitol. Published by J.H.
Colton in his Atlas of the World (New York: Colton, 1855), vol. 2, no. 33.
9 Stephanie Denise Smith-Browne, Gothic and Pacific Voyage: Patriotism, Ro-
mance, and Savagery in South Seas (Ph.D. Princeton University, 2007), pp. 52–58;
she suggests that the Maori brought out a curiously mixed fascination as they were
simultaneously recorded as simultaneously intrepid, generous, and hospitable, yet
capable of cruel revenge and cannibalism.
10 For commentary on Cook’s collecting practices see Nicholas Thomas, Entangled
Objects: Exchange, Material Culture, and Colonialism in the Pacific (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1991). Cook used New Zealand’s ports as a base and
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active volcanos that had shaped the isolated islands, this
distinctive greenstone is found concentrated in streams
and rivers emptying westward into the Tasman Sea and
had by the eighteenth century become a major trade item of
considerable value in the barter culture among the Maori
throughout the islands before Europeans arrived (Figure
2). Made into tools and various decorative objects, pou-
namu was strong and could be sharpened to become part of
an adze cutting tool. To create the pendant, an expert
craftsman had incised detailed features into the hard rock,
polished the stone to a high sheen, and added distinguish-
ing features. Maori carving found in stone and wood was
impressive, distinctive and often commented upon by those
exploring the South Seas in the nineteenth century. Visi-
tors to New Zealand commented particularly on the high
quality of the ubiquitous carved faces and figures on imple-
ments, ornaments and lintels of boats, homes and meeting
houses.
The shape and elements of the two hei-tikis acquired by
Wilkes were characteristic of others produced in the early
nineteenth century (Figure 1). They had a human-like face
about one-third the size of the entire figure, arms and legs
curved out to the sides with incised spaces, an exaggerated
mouth and a fierce look (familiar to those who follow rugby
because protruding tongues are part of the Haka ritual
presented at the start of each game involving the New
Zealand All Blacks and other Polynesian teams).6 Those
acquired by Wilkes had red sealing wax for one or both eyes
indicating that there was already considerable exchange
between the Pakeha (non-Maori) who lived on or visited the
island and the Maori who had shaped and worn these
pendants.7
The United States Exploring Expedition
Research into the question of how one hei-tiki that traveled
from New Zealand to the United States then made an
inadvertent trip back leads to the round-the-world voyages
of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Australia
and New Zealand became visible and familiar to the Eur-
opeans as navigation opened up trade and fishing in areas
previously unexplored.8 Among the earliest and most cele-
brated exploring expeditions were those of Captain James
Cook, whose records included considerable material evi-
dence of the peoples whom he encountered, including those
in New Zealand where he spent nearly six months in 1769–
1770, creating maps of both islands and meeting Maori
along their shores. He and his shipmates were intrigued by
the peoples they met, sometimes suggesting that they had
found, in eighteenth century romantic terms, a paradise
of primitive innocence but also reporting on occasional
fierce savagery. They kept detailed journals and gathered6 There is considerable discussion of the humanoid representation in the hei-tiki.
One medical observer going so far as to suggest that the fascination with abnormali-
ties may have inspired the particulars; see Charles O. Bechtol, ‘Hei-tiki’, Journal of the
Polynesian Society, 1967, 76: 445–452.
7 The term Pakeha, still prevalent today, is used to note a person of British or
European descent as opposed to Maori.
8 The most comprehensive scholarly social history of New Zealand is in two volumes
by James Belich, Making Peoples: A History of the New Zealanders from Polynesian
Settlement to the End of the Nineteenth Century (London: Penguin Press, 1996) and
Paradise Reforged: A History of the New Zealanders from the 1880s to the Year 2000
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2001).
www.sciencedirect.com‘artificial curiosities’ as evidence of the diverse peoples they
encountered.9 Among the items that went back with Cook
and other on the ships that visited from England were
several hei-tikis that were eventually seen by the public at
the British Museum and other major collections in
Europe.10 Cook’s travels were among several significant
global voyages between about 1770 and 1850 made by not
only the British but also the French, Dutch and othertwo German naturalists, Johann Reinhold Forster and his son George, did consider-
able collecting. He provided some of the earliest accounts of Maori life and culture and
returned with objects distinctive to the islands. One hei-tiki he collected, held by his
wife, now belongs to the Field Museum in Chicago. See Jennifer Wagelie, ‘Maori Art in
America: The Display and Collection of Maori Art in the United States, 1802–2006’
(Ph.D. dissertation, City University of New York, 2007), pp. 15–16. On the distribution
of materials brought back by Cook and others see Adrienne L. Kaeppler, ‘Artificial
Curiosities’: Being an exposition of Native Manufactures Collected on the Three Pacific
Voyages of Captain James Cook, R.N. at the Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, January
18, 1878–August 31, 1878, on the Occasion of the Bicentennial of the European
Discovery of the Hawaiian Islands by Captain Cook, January 18, 1778 (Honolulu:
Bishop Museum Press, 1978).
16 Quoted in Silverberg, Stormy Voyage, p. 112.
17 Charles Wilkes, Narrative of the United States Exploring Expedition during the
10 Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1colonizing nations as they brought ended the previous
obscurity of South Seas islands and heightened a new
imperial competition.11
The United States came relatively late to this enter-
prise, but in the 1830s several groups lobbied to persuade
Washington legislators to launch an ambitious expedition.
In the competition for leadership, an accomplished and
ambitious navigator Charles Wilkes waited out the process
and was appointed commander. He had spent time along
the coast of Massachusetts and was undoubtedly familiar
with the East Indian Society and its Essex Museum in
Salem, which already housed artifacts from the Pacific
islands.12 A significant part of his assignment would be
to explore the Pacific Coast of North America, but that
project came at the close of his more than four-year journey
around the world. Multiple motives undergird the final
Congressional decision. Major supporters intended it to
enhance the national reputation of a country just coming of
age by establishing its presence in the Pacific and by doing
extensive mapping, particularly around Antarctica and
specific South Sea islands that were of considerable inter-
est to commercial and whaling enterprises.13 The instruc-
tions to Wilkes contained the disclaimer that the
expedition was ‘not for conquest but discovery’ and that
its ‘objects are all peaceful’.14 When arrangements were in
place, this first significant government-sponsored interna-
tional expedition of the United States was outfitted with
six ships and over four hundred men.15 The navigational
information and natural history specimens gathered be-
tween 1838 and 1842 would be the subject of multiple
volumes of scientific reports, maps and charts with consid-
erable attention to the Pacific region and Antarctica.
Wilkes’ major achievement, from an explorer’s point of
view, was further documenting the coast of Antarctica,
with land sightings on its northern coast in the summer
of 1839–1840, an area subsequently designated as Wilkes
Land.
Wilkes’s personal landing at the North Island of New
Zealand came about in the middle of his tour, just as he
was finishing his work in the South Seas and heading
back to North America to map the Pacific Northwest
Coast. While he took his ship, the Vincennes, to Sydney
for repairs, his scientific corps went ahead on a commer-
cial vessel to the most European settled region of New
Zealand, the Bay of Islands, located on the upper east side
of North Island where whalers and other seafarers regu-
larly made a stop. There he would later join philologist
Horatio Hale, geologist James Dwight Dana, naturalist11 Kapil Raj, ‘‘18th-Century Pacific Voyages of Discovery, ‘Big Science’, and the
Shaping of a European Scientific and Technological Culture’’, History and Technology:
An International Journal, 2008, 17: 79–98.
12 Wilkes has been the subject of popular accounts but no scholarly biography; see
Robert Silverberg, Stormy Voyage: The Story of Charles Wilkes (Philadelphia: Lip-
pincott, 1968); Nathaniel Philbrick, Sea of Glory (New York: Viking, 2003).
13 See, for example, the classic study by Norman A. Graebner, Empire on the Pacific:
A Study in American Continental Expansion (Santa Barbara: ABC-Clio, 1985 [1955])
emphasizes the commercial motives of business and political leaders.
14 Quoted in Bradley J. Cartwright, ‘Pacific Passages: American Encounters with the
Pacific and Its People, 1815–1855’ (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Colorado, 2006),
p. 185.
15 Although the expedition had six ships originally, the slow supply ship, Relief, was
sent back and the Seagull was early lost in a storm off Cape Horn in 1839 along with
all hands. There were numerous other close calls but the other four ships all made it
back safely.
www.sciencedirect.comTitian Peale and other ‘scientifics’ and artists who had
landed earlier to collect flora and fauna. By the time
Wilkes arrived, Peale was ready to move on, noting that
he and the others had ‘gathered all the plants, shot all the
birds, caught all the fish, and got heartily sick of the
natives, in spite of their tattooing and carving’.16 Wilkes’
scientific corps and their artists had remarkably good
historical timing because they arrived just as the Maori
leaders and representatives of the British crown went
through multiple daylong discussions and ceremonies
before they signed the historically significant Treaty of
Waitangi near the Bay of Islands.17
Wilkes observed during his stay that one side of the
bay was largely ‘civilized and uncivilized natives, foreign
residents, escaped convicts and runaway sailors’ while
the other side housed the officials and missionaries from
abroad who sought to create order. The latter included
Wesleyans, Episcopalians and Catholics, although most
clerics were posted inland in smaller communities.18 His
critical assessment was shared by other American visi-
tors who viewed this enclave as one notorious for prosti-
tution and for excessive drinking by sailors, sometimes
explaining that these men suffered tedious work during
long periods out of sight of land and acted out when they
finally reached land.19 By the 1830s, too, some Maori
sought to have some constraints on the lawlessness
and sometimes ruthless behavior of some Pakeha. The
new treaty gave the British local authority and would
eventually, as Wilkes had predicted, prove ‘most destruc-
tive to their [American and others] commercial pursuits,
while offer[ing] the most marked protection to those of
British subjects’.20 Within a couple of decades, American
whaling operations had recentralized in Hawaii to avoid
British tariffs and other restrictions.21 While the Treaty
of Waitangi represented a new coalition between the
natives and the Queen, taken alongside the increasing
European population, the treaty also contributed to a loss
of land and autonomy for the Maori.22 Wilkes further
commented on the curious range of British and Amer-
icans (primarily whalers and missionaries), who now
outnumbered Maori in the region around the active port
at the Bay of Islands and about whom he had mixed
opinions. Nonetheless, Wilkes had a firsthand, positive
impression of one Maori, Tuatti, who had sailed with him;
in fact, by the 1840s, many whalers had taken on Maori
crew who would travel to the United States and thenYears 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, vol. 2 (Lee and Blanchard, 1844), p. 387. The
Treaty of Waitangi also effectively made New Zealand a distinctive colony, no longer
under the authority of the governor of New South Wales in Australia.
18 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, pp. 396–396.
19 Cartwright, ‘Pacific Passages’, pp. 240–241. The Bay of Islands had various
Christian missionary groups and by 1840 the London Missionary Society, along with
Catholics, had a significant presence.
20 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, p. 400.
21 Robert Langdon, American Whalers and Traders in the Pacific: A Guide to Records
on Microfilm (Canberra: Australian National University, 1978), pp. 8–23. This list of
ships visiting New Zealand makes it clear that Wilkes was hardly the first North
American, with ninety-eight other United States ships stopping there before 1840; and
the number held strong through the 1840s and 1850s but then tapered significantly as
the British dominated trade and demanded tariffs.
22 Belich, Making Peoples, pp. 193–197. There were both English and Maori ver-
sions, none of them completely consistent; Belich summarizes complex outcomes and
ongoing interpretations.
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Zealand.23 Maori were thus known in port cities and,
indeed, were an inspiration for Herman Melville’s Quee-
queg in Moby Dick.24
Wilkes still had a large navigational agenda to accom-
plish and seemed unwilling to waste much time, noting in
his official record, ‘every exertion was made to shorten the
duration of our stay in New Zealand; the necessary instru-
ments [of his scientific corps] were landed without delay’.25
He only stayed for a week, March 30 to April 6, 1840, before
leaving for Tongataboo (today Tonga). Nonetheless, his
published notes and those of his men resulted in a forty-
seven page chapter on his (and their) impressions of the
New Zealand landscape, indigenous peoples and new set-
tlers, and features of the economy. His five volume Narra-
tive of the United States Exploring Expedition (1844)
suggests he actively sought representative objects that
would be appropriate to contribute to a planned exhibition
in Washington, D.C., where supporters of a new National
Institute for the Promotion of Science were collecting
‘returns of the Expedition’ beginning to make their way
back to Washington via other ships. The ‘scientifics’ were
mandated to maintain a daily journal, to gather and
preserve flora, fauna and geological specimens, to make
meteorological observations, and to record accounts of the
people whom they met. Wilkes himself, as commander, was
particularly positioned to gather things of interest from
leaders whom he met.26
Particularly intriguing to him and his crew as they
visited the Bay of Islands was chief Pomare II. Like many
fellow Maori, the powerful leader had his ears bored with
earrings and had elaborate facial tattoos.27 Wilkes was
especially taken with his neck ornament, a hei-tiki, which
Wilkes described as ‘made of a stone of a green colour which
is held very sacred, and which, with their ‘meara’ – a short
cleaver or club – is handed down from father to son’.2823 Wilkes, Narrative vol. 2, p. 401. Tuatti, also known as John Sac, had joined the
expedition in the United States intending to return permanently to New Zealand but
found himself disillusioned and was probably going to go back to Tahiti, where he had
a wife. Belich makes the point that American whalers left New Zealand with, on
average, two more men than when they arrived and suggests that the fresh recruits
were probably Maori; see Belich, Making Peoples, 144.
24 Geoffrey Sanborn, ‘Whence Come You, Queequeg?’ American Literature, 2005,
77:227–257.
25 Charles Wilkes, Narrative vol. 2, p. 370. An abbreviated version was published as
The United States Exploring Expedition, Voyage of the Squadron, commanded by
Captain Charles Wilkes (Auburn: J.M. Alden) and the complete output is reproduced
at http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/usexex/learn/Overstreet-01.htm (accessed
10.20.14). Also see Daniel Haskell, The United States Exploring Expedition, 1838–
1842: A Bibliography (New York: New York Public Library, 1942). Interestingly,
Wilkes included a copy of the Proclamation and Treaty in his final report to the
United States government, evidence that he recognized it as a significant document.
Also see Herman J. Viola, ‘The Story of the U.S. Exploring expedition’, in Herman J.
Viola and Carolyn Margolis, eds., Magnificent Voyagers: The U.S. Exploring Expedi-
tion, 1838–1842 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1985).
26 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, p. 416. Interestingly, Wilkes did not refer to the native
people as Maori but rather discussed them as natives, the people, islanders, or even
New Zealanders. In his journal, however, Titian Peale did note that the natives were
‘Mowries;’ Jessie Poesch, Titian Ramsey Peale, 1799–1885: And His Journals of the
Wilkes Expedition (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1961), p. 167.
27 Belich, Making Peoples, pp. 199, 208. Belich makes it clear that Pomare II (also
known at Whatei Pomare) was locally powerful and ran the grog and sex trades. He in
some sense used the British officials to help control the nearly one hundred and fifty
Pakeha living in the area. In 1845, however, the British destroyed his pa as they
extended their colonial hold over New Zealand.
28 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, p. 413. Wilkes was aware that Captain Cook had
collected greenstone, used in trade and for tools. He described the figure as having
‘some resemblance to a human figure, sitting with crossed legs’.
www.sciencedirect.comPomare II, however, refused to take off his hei-tiki in
order to let Wilkes even examine it. Demonstrating that
these were not exclusive to men, Pomare’s wife also
had a hei-tiki, somewhat smaller than that of her hus-
band.29 Wilkes wrote laconically, ‘It was a long time
before Pomare would consent to his wife parting with
the hei-tiki’.30 Apparently their reluctance was overcome,
however, and Wilkes acquired it, likely in trade but
possibly as a gift in the name of his expedition and for
his sponsor, the United States government; the other hei-
tiki that Wilkes acquired was not mentioned in the
narrative.
While her name was not recorded, it was very likely
Rangingangana, daughter of another chief on North Is-
land.31Wilkes was impressed at meeting her and observed,
‘She is a far more respectable person than her husband,
and was the most intelligent native I met with’.32 Later on
his Narrative he offered a somewhat less flattering com-
ment that ‘She was the best-looking native I saw in New
Zealand, but would not be called handsome elsewhere’.33
He indicated no notes about how the hei-tiki had been
sculpted or by whom (although he did inquire apparently
without an answer as to the source of the stone) so its very
specific topographical origin cannot be identified nor the
person who carefully crafted it. Because ‘New Zealand jade’
is found only on the eastern side of South Island (far from
the Bay of Islands), the stone itself had likely been origi-
nally acquired by trade, gift, or North Island Maori travel-
ing that coast.
More, however, can be inferred about the significance of
this object for the woman who had reluctantly parted with
hers. Maori staff at the University of Auckland and the
Auckland Museum provided insights that complemented
the literature on Maori objects. Hei-tikis were (and are)
typically given as gifts.34 The wife of Pomare II, who was
himself third signatory on the historically significant Trea-
ty of Waitangi, had some standing since their dynastic
marriage had been part of a peace-keeping negotiation
with her father. The dominant leader in the Bay of Island,
Pomare’s pa or casual fortress was drawn and thus
retained for history by Alfred Agate, a skilled artist on29 Pomare actually had several wives, apparently, but this one had dynastic impli-
cations (see note 31).
30 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, p. 413.
31 See ‘Te Whatanui’ which mentions another powerful chief’s daughter, Rangin-
gangana, in relationship to her marriage to Pomare as part of a peace-keeping alliance
in http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/1t86/te-whatanui (accessed 5.6.15). I
thank Justine Philip of New England University, Australia, for helping me identify
her.
32 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, p. 426. Others commented more generally on the Maori
of the period, noting that among the island populations of the Pacific, they acted with
decorum, expressed a genuine curiosity about other cultures, and were generally quite
peaceful. See Cartwright, Pacific Passages, p. 144.
33 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, p. 414.
34 Anahera Morehu, expert on Maori materials at Auckland University Library, was
helpful in finding information about hei-tiki historically and today, with ‘hei’ suggest-
ing a pendant and ‘tiki’ referencing a human figure. The hei-tiki has an extensive
literature and meanings are discussed to the present; it is also written with or without
a hyphen and occasionally with capital letters. L.M. Groube, ‘A Note on the Hei-Tiki’,
The Journal of the Polynesian Society, 1967, 76: 453–458, argues that hei-tiki had
become a trade item with Europeans between 1820 and 1840 and many were made for
that purpose, but Wilkes’ story suggest that was not true with the one he got from
Pomare’s wife. Also see; Pania Waaka, ‘Hei Tiki and Issues of Representation within
Contemporary Maori Arts:’ MAI Review, 2007, vol. 1, reprint of 17 pages, and Dennis
Lance Foley, ‘From Traditional Carving to Plastic Tiki: Maori Struggles to Balance
Commerce and Culture within the Global Tourism and Marketplace, 1960–20100,
Journal of Tourism History, 2011, 3: 177–199.
Figure 3. Perhaps the most skilled illustrator on the Wilkes’ expedition, the young
Alfred Agate sketched Pomata’s fortress or ‘pa’ located in the Bay of Islands. This
image is found in the Narrative of the United State Exploring Expedition (1848),
vol. 2, p. 409.
36 It is not clear which of the two acquired by Wilkes was from Pomare’s wife, but the
record is clear about the one eventually loaned to New Zealand commissioners.
Somewhat arbitrarily but after conversation with a curator, it seemed most likely
that the smaller and somewhat less detailed hei-tiki was likely the one loaned by the
Smithsonian, so I settled on the one identified as E3757. After 1876, registrar and
other archival records make it possible to follow each hei-tiki through to its current
location.
37 In the ‘Book of Accessions’ there is no specific mention of the hei-tiki in the general
lists of items, although it does specifically mention two New Zealand heads (specifi-
cally acquired by Wilkes because of the western fascination with the Maori practice of
preserving heads, often tattooed). Various reports warned of opened barrels and
pilfering as well as destruction of some specimens by the rough voyage, so increasingly
care was taken with small and precious items. See United States Exploring Expedi-
tions, 1838–1885, Box 3, Folder 6, RU 7186, Smithsonian Institution Archives,
Washington, D.C. [hereafter SIA].
38 The story of outcomes is complicated, encompassing nearly twenty published
12 Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1the expedition (Figure 3).35 The greenstone hei-tikis ac-
quired by Wilkes show considerable craftsmanship and are
of the more prized translucent variety of stone. Probably
made to order by an expert stone carver and given to her by
her husband or a member of her family, Raningangana’s
pendant would have been quite valuable on multiple levels.
It was a gift, at once personal and on public display, and
would not have been lightly relinquished by its recipient.
Moreover, as Wilkes acknowledged in his narrative, such
objects carried with them a certain power that would gain
in strength and significance as it was passed down in the
family. Thus hei-tikis, viewed as curious ornaments and
distinctly representative of New Zealand natives by out-
siders, were in fact highly individual and carried meaning
that was subtle, specific and cumulative for each owner and
the community. Every design reflected a traditional model
but was, at the same time, determined by the particulars of
the stone and the vision of the carver. Examples still
available today demonstrate considerable variation in in-
cising and other details, including the particular tilt of the
head. It was a pendant to be worn for life, often seen in the
illustrations of Maori leaders from the nineteenth century.
Clearly a possession of pride and significance that would
normally have become a family heirloom, it may, in fact,
have already been handed down to Rangingangana. Wilkes
intervened in this tradition and interrupted the continuum
when he carried her hei-tiki, for him a representation of an
exotic, distant people, across the Pacific. For Pomare’s wife,
giving up her hei-tiki must have meant a profound loss. The
record is unclear if money changed hands or if, in fact, this
was part of some gift exchange.
The National Institute for the Promotion of Science
The two hei-tikis brought to the United States by Wilkes
carry a reminder that encounters with Westerners were35 See the description in Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, pp. 407–408. Other sketches from
New Zealand and the expedition by the young landscape painter, Alfred Thomas
Agate, are held in the Navy Art Collection in Washington, D.C. A manuscript essay in
the Anthropology Department at the Smithsonian’s Natural History Museum notes
that Agate studied with F.B. Morse and John Rubens Smith before being appointed to
the expedition; he died of consumption at the age of thirty-three shortly after his
return the United States.
www.sciencedirect.comalready common because the figures have red sealing wax
(a definite import) around one or both eyes.36 Wilkes
apparently transported them along with shiploads of arti-
facts and natural history specimens gathered from around
the world back to Washington. He sent some items ahead
to various ports including Boston, but he also learned that
the shipping barrels were not always held secure as they
made their way to Washington so may have taken care to
transport small, precious items like the hei-tiki himself.37
Once back in the Capitol, he and his scientifics turned to
the promised published reports and over the next twenty
years the government slowly published volumes of results;
some were privately printed.38 The natural history speci-
mens and other objects were displayed in the United States
Patent Office, where they were particularly prominent as
curiosities alongside other donations from members of the
National Institute.
Some clues about the presentation of these materials
and response to them are found in a guidebook published
by Alfred Hunter in his unauthorized A Popular Catalogue
of the Extraordinary Curiosities in the National Institute
Arranged in the Patent Office (1855). He suggested that
going to see the objects as a collection was a substitute for
those who could not otherwise visit ‘foreign climes’ and
noted that while written accounts of travelers were of
interest to readers, material objects offered even more,
namely ‘value and authenticity’. He encouraged visitors
to enter the large hall of the Patent Office and turn to the
right to see cases of curiosities, including Case 8 which held
New Zealand items, one of which he described as an
‘amulet for preserving the wearer from evil spirits, worn
around the neck’.39 This arrangement was consistent with
early nineteenth century exhibitions, which tended to keep
ethnological objects by place of origin and where they were,
quite literally, in cabinets of curiosities and to be viewed as
exotic and perhaps even slightly scandalous.
Visiting New Englanders in Washington might well
have recognized South Seas objects as similar to those
on display in Salem, Massachusetts, where New England
whalers and merchants had been collecting souvenirs dur-
ing their travels through the Pacific since the late eigh-
teenth century. Not long after Cook’s voyages, an elitevolumes plus charts, maps, and unpublished manuscripts over a thirty year period.
For a comprehensive summary see the Smithsonian Institution’s Library Digital
Collection, ‘The Publications of the U.S. Exploring Expedition, 1844–1874’.
39 Alfred Hunter, A Popular Catalogue of the Extraordinary Curiosities in the
National Institute Arranged in the Patent Office (Washington: Alfred Hunter, 1855),
pp. iii, vii, and 19–20. He listed the amulets as items 496–501 and describes items
497 and 498 as ‘curious grotesque idols’. The term Maori is not used by Hunter for the
manufactured articles from New Zealand.
Figure 4. Apparently popular audiences at mid-nineteenth century interpreted the
curious carvings from New Zealand as ‘heathen idols’ as portrayed in a museum
guidebook, Tom Pop’s First Visit to the Boston Museum with his Grandfather:
Giving an Account of What He Saw, and What He Thought. Note the hei-tiki in the
upper right hand corner (Boston: printed for the publisher, 1848), p. 23.
Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1 13group of those ‘who have actually navigated the seas
beyond the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn, as masters
or supercargoes of vessels belonging to Salem’ were invited
to join the East India Marine Society.40 It successfully
issued a call for contributions to its incipient collection
noting that, along with charts, journals of travels and
natural history items, they were interested in items repre-
senting the peoples encountered: ‘Whatever is singular in
the manners, customs, dress ornaments, &c. of any people
is deserving of notice’.41 By the early nineteenth century,
the Society had a number of Maori items, including a
greenstone pendant, a fishhook and a parrot ring to com-
plement its strong collection of Chinese and South Pacific
items.42
In the 1840s, the popular Boston Museum on Tremont
Street, which also fronted for a theater, featured such
‘artificial curiosities’, acquired by sailors, sea captains,
merchants and whalers. Popular response to these
objects is difficult to gauge, but one popular visitors’ guide
indicated that the somewhat suggestive and definitely
unconventional carvings were an affront to Christianity.
Here a putative grandfather, apparently once a sailor,
shows his grandson Tom an exhibit of South Sea islan-
ders and then comments, ‘heathen idols, as you see there,
ugly, misshapen, and beastly both in shape and charac-
ter, are the gods of the poor benighted heathen. Instead of
worshipping our Father above, – instead of worshipping
all the host of heaven as many of the ancient heathen did,
– they worship stocks [sic] and stones, the creatures of
their own hands. . .’. Tom, somewhat shaken by the tone of
the intense comment, replies, ‘I never saw you look so, nor
heard you talk so, in all my life before’ (Figure 4).43 It is
difficult to generalize from this emphatic commentary.
Certainly, however, for many observers the distinctive
greenstone of New Zealand, used in adze, clubs and
pendants, was an evocative reminder of a distinctive
island people whose sometimes exotic artifacts were find-
ing their way into museums and private collections. At
mid-century, multiple interpretations of the Pacific re-
gion were conjured by textiles, by objects made of bone,
shell, wood or stone, and by sketches, paintings and even
photographs of places far from North America. Gradually,
however, the South Pacific gained a certain familiarity.
Its peoples were seen on the streets in seaport towns and40 Christina Hellmich Scarangello, ‘The Pacific Collection in the Peabody Essex
Museum, Salem, Massachusetts’, Pacific Arts, 1996, 13/14: 69–84 and Ernest Stanley
Dodge, The New Zealand Maori Collection in the Peabody Museum of Salem (Salem:
Peabody Museum 1941). Also see an undated manuscript copy of a UNESCO report
entitled ‘Navigating through the Smithsonian Pacific Islands Collections, Department
of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution’ held
by the Auckland War Memorial Museum, Auckland, New Zealand.
41 Wagelie, ‘Maori Art’, p. 22. In the late twentieth century a number of collections in
the vicinity of Salem combined into the Peabody Essex Museum.
42 Wagelie, ‘Maori Art’, p. 23.
43 Tom Pop’s First Visit to the Boston Museum with his Grandfather; Giving an
Account of What He Saw, and What He Thought (Boston: printed for the Publisher,
1848), pp. 21–23. The Boston Museum held a miscellany of materials from earlier
museums in Boston, the Peale family, and purchases from sailors and other travelers.
It is possible that the commentary is actually tongue in cheek because on the following
page the author makes a curious comment about the amazing similarities of the orang-
outang and humans and asks, rhetorically, after noting the hierarchy in animals,
‘Why, then, should the elephant lord it over the orang-outang, as Man lords it over the
elephant? Because Man has always worshipped something – either sticks and stones,
or the Lord God of Heaven and Earth’. (p. 24). It is likely that the anonymous author
was popular writer John Neal; the guidebook was dedicated to Pierpont Neal, his son.
www.sciencedirect.comdescribed in literature, tall tales and newspaper articles
that told of dangerous encounters with cannibals, the
discovery of gold in Australia and then New Zealand,
the magical and romantic paradise of topical islands, or
simply the news of American ships that had passed
through the region.44 The response to and rhetoric about
the indigenous people of New Zealand and other parts of
the Pacific Ocean region was thus pervasive but hardly
uniform.
Because the National Institute was a voluntary associ-
ation chartered by the federal government but without any
financial support, the collections were tenuously main-
tained by members who hoped that the Wilkes’ expedition
materials would provide an auspicious starting point for a
national museum.45 As a result, many specimens remained
boxed while others were ‘crowded in mass, without any
attempt at scientific arrangement’.46 Naturalists wanting
access to these materials and other scientists expecting
order in their arrangement were outspokenly critical of the
collection’s overcrowded conditions and neglect.47 The two
ends of the spectrum of public collections in the 1840s were
the scholarly cabinets maintained by elite private groups
like the Boston Society of Natural History and the Phila-
delphia Academy of Natural Sciences and, on the other
hand, the collections that had once been displayed by44 For example, under ‘Shipping News’, The Daily National Intelligencer (Washing-
ton, D.C.) reported on September 5, 1840, that the ship Lydia had arrived in Salem
from New Zealand with news that the United States Exploring Expedition vessels had
left the Bay of Islands bound for the Fejee Islands on April 6th of that year. Other
stories ranged from commentary on food and customs to supposed accounts of canni-
balism.
45 These ambitions were outlined by Joel R. Poinsett, Discourse on the Objects and
Importance of the National Institute for the Promotion of Science, Established at
Washington, 1840 (Washington, D.C.: P Force, 1841). A commentary on the short-
lived organization is in Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, ‘A Step toward Self-Identity in the
United States: The Failure of the National Institute’, Isis, 1971, 62: 339–362.
46 ‘National Institute’, Southern Literary Messenger, 1845, 8: 379–407, p. 406; the
editor commented pessimistically that ‘the wagon is in the mire’.
47 Barry Alan Joyce, The Shaping of American Ethnography (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 2001). Joseph Henry, who was Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, and his powerful colleague Alexander Dallas Bache were skeptical of the
Institute’s leadership, in part because it had persisting problems with funding even
as its collections grew. See ongoing discussion, as for example in Nathan Reingold,
et al., The Papers of Joseph Henry (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1972–
2007), vol. 6, p. 485 and vol. 7, pp. 401–402.
14 Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1Charles Willson Peale and subsequently purchased by
showman P.T. Barnum as part of his American Museum.48
National Institute members hoped to achieve some balance
between the two alternatives by encouraging scholarly
investigation of their holdings while simultaneously creat-
ing a museum open to the public that would be educational
and comprehensive.49
In fact, some expedition results were in the hands of
experts in entomology, geology, botany, philology and zo-
ology, while ethnology, just taking shape as a field, was
under investigation by Charles Pickering, a physician and
an active member of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural
Sciences.50 Pickering’s The Races of Man and Their Geo-
graphical Distribution summarized his observations about
the peoples he had encountered.51 He was clearly open to
the idea of a single human origin because he found it
difficult to identify racial boundaries as he sought to
describe and differentiate the peoples he encountered.52
Antebellum citizens were preoccupied with racial issues,
and as historian William Stanton suggested, the nation of
immigrants with components of Blacks, Indians and Mexi-
can Americans and European Americans, made ‘every
citizen, if not an ethnologist, at least a speculator on
matters of race’.53 His shipmate, philologist Horatio Hale,
avoided the contentious questions and used language sim-
ilarities and stories of ancestors to suggest more recent
migrations of Maori, suggesting that they were Samoans
going to Tonga who had been blown off course.54 While
neither of their insights proved fully persuasive to their
contemporaries, the Wilkes expedition contributed to dis-
cussions of race, color, intelligence and cultural identity in
the nineteenth century.
The Smithsonian Institution and the Philadelphia
Centennial of 1876
By the 1840s a foreign bequest to the young nation from
James Smithson had, after considerable discussion, been
designated the Smithsonian Institution dedicated to ‘the
increase and diffusion of knowledge’.55 Once a somewhat48 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt and Paul Brinkman, ‘Framing Nature: The Formative
Years of Natural History Museum Development in the United States’, in Alan E.
Leviton and Michele Aldrich, eds., Museums and Other Institutions of Natural History:
Past, Present, and Future (San Francisco: California Academy of Sciences, 2004), pp.
7–33.
49 There has never been a detailed study of the management of these materials or
their display aside from one guide: A Popular Catalogue of the Extraordinary Curiosi-
ties in the National Institute Arranged in the Patent Office (Washington: Alfred
Hunter, 1855).
50 Joyce argues in Shaping of American Ethnography, p. xi, that in this period of
shifting explanations about human origins the stereotypes of ‘race’ were based more
on behavior, customs, and character than color.
51 The Americans were influenced by work elsewhere bur relied heavily on the
particularities of the American experience of race. The classic overview on early
British developments is George W. Stocking, Jr., Victorian Anthropology (New York:
Free Press, 1987).
52 Charles Pickering, The Races of Man and Their Geographical Distribution (Bos-
ton: Little and Brown, 1848), with relatively positive assessment of Maori on pp. 78–
83. The volume took some time because a Congressional committee wanted the right
to approve it. Joyce claims the book’s publication had little direct impact on thinking
about race in a polarized society. See Joyce, Shaping of United States Ethnography,
pp. 151–154.
53 Quoted in Joyce, Shaping of American Ethnography, p. 9.
54 Horatio Hale, United States Exploring Expedition, Ethnology and Philology (Rid-
gewood, New Jersey: Gregg Press, 1968 [1846]), pp. 146–158.
55 Heather Ewing, The Lost World of James Smithson: Science, Revolution and the
Birth of the Smithsonian (London: Bloomsbury Press, 2007). Smithson’s initial heir
died without children and the United States became the official recipient of the estate.
www.sciencedirect.comvague charter was issued in 1846, an appointed Board of
Regents selected Joseph Henry, who believed that the
nation needed to stress the ‘increase’ of knowledge and
concentrate on basic research.56 He pushed back hard
against acquiring either extensive collections of books or
museum objects because, he pragmatically observed,
such materials tended to weigh down an institution
and absorb resources he intended to put directly into
research. A new Assistant Secretary, naturalist Spencer
F. Baird, brought a counterbalance with a different
agenda relating to collections. He brought his own ex-
tensive natural history specimens and encouraged mem-
bers of railroad expeditions going to collect and
contribute materials found during their topographical
surveys.57
Secretary Henry only relented in 1857 when the gov-
ernment offered to provide an annual subsidy if the
Smithsonian would take in the Institute materials as
well as growing acquisitions that were gathered by mem-
bers of the Army Corps of Engineers in the 1850s.58 The
actual transfer of the expedition materials occurred in
1861 when forty-five wagon loads of materials from the
National Institute arrived at the dramatic red sandstone
building today known as ‘the castle’.59 Once accessioned
by the Smithsonian in the 1860s, objects formally joined
other specimen and artifacts in massive glass-fronted
wooden cases arranged along the walls and down the
center of the Great Hall of the Smithsonian’s building.
Records suggest that the Smithsonian organized such
artifacts by place of origin, so the hei-tikis would have
been alongside other objects acquired by Wilkes in New
Zealand and the South Pacific. There was no paid curator
for ethnology or anthropology, but by 1880 volunteer
curators began to coordinate such holdings. A visitors’
guide suggests that anthropology was on the second floor
of the Smithsonian Institution building where cases
17 through 30 had items from the South Seas, specifically
noting ‘Case 26. New Zealand, Australia, Kingsmill,
Sandwich, and Samoan Islands – adzes, axes of shall
and stone, war clubs’.60 Geographical origin provided
contextual meaning. In 1876, however, several of the56 The significant role and stature of Joseph Henry is evident in twelve volumes of
The Papers of Joseph Henry, initially edited by Nathan Reingold; also Albert Moyer,
Joseph Henry: The Rise of an American Scientist (Washington: Smithsonian Institu-
tion Press, 2007).
57 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, ‘Place and Museum Space: The Smithsonian Institution
and the America West, 1850–1900’ in David Livingstone and Charles Withers, ed.,
Geographies of Nineteenth-Century Science (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2011), pp. 399–437.
58 The classic account of these railroad expeditions in relationship to natural
sciences is William H. Goetzmann, Exploration and Empire: The Explorer and the
Scientist in the Winning of the American West (New York: W.W. Norton, 1966).
59 William J. Rhees, The Smithsonian Institution, Its Founder, Building, Operations,
etc. (Washington: Thomas McGill, 1857), p. 26; Rhees reported: ‘Congress, in March
1857, made an appropriation for the construction of suitable cases in the Smithsonian
hall to contain the collection of the South Sea Exploring expedition and others
belonging to the Government. These will soon be transferred and appropriately
arranged’. The materials took some time to accession and Peale’s numbers 500 and
501 for the two hei-tiki were entered into a bound record book in 1866; see Conserva-
tion Record for E3756 (pendant) and E3757 (pendant), Ledger, Department of An-
thropological, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C. [hereafter A-AMNH].
60 W.J. Rhees, Visitors Guide to the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum
(Washington, D.C.: Judd and Detweiler, 1880), pp. 79–80. A note indicated that on top
of the cases there were human skulls from New Zealand and, in Case 30, a tattooed
head of a New Zealand chief.
64 Mundy presented both pastoral and dramatic elements of New Zealand. See
Mitchell L. Promotional landscapes: D.L. Mundy’s ‘Photographic Experience in
New Zealand’. Tuhinga. 2009;20:67–80.
65 Wilkes, Narrative, vol. 2, p. 423. Already in the 1840s Wilkes commented that the
‘trade in native curiosities is not quite so great as it used to be, particularly in tattooed
heads’ and noted that such items had often left via Sydney, Australia, because New
Zealand was still part of New South Wales. A premium was put on items presumed to
be uninfluenced by European (outside) contact.
66 On the increase in imports and exports see New Zealand Gazette, August 21, 1873,
51: 480. Regular mail packet service had been reestablished via California in 1871 but
it was uneven and eventually New Zealand hired a permanent resident agent in San
Francisco to facilitate shipments from the United States. See Appendix to the Journals
of the New Zealand House of Representatives; see volume 4 (1870) E-1, iii-iv, and 2
(1876) F-1 and F-3B. The Australia Commission for Victoria wrote to W.B.D. Mantell,
October 15 and 19, 1875 that the Pacific Steam Company would take cargo intended
for the exhibition at full rate over and half rate back, and that the Union Pacific RR
would carry goods from San Francisco to Chicago free of cost. MU177, TPTA.
67 Ian W. Keyes, ‘‘New Zealand Artifacts from the U.S. ‘Transit of Venus Expedition’,
Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1 15New Zealand artifacts, including the hei-tiki, were called
into service elsewhere.
The Philadelphia Centennial Exposition was just one in a
series of international world fairs that, in the wake of the
Crystal Palace Exhibition in 1851, highlighted not only the
achievements of the sponsoring country but also provided an
opportunity to demonstrate products and industry from
other nations.61Because New Zealand was part ofthe British
Empire, invitations were issued initially through the London
Colonial Office. Apparently the details and requirements of
the 1876 exhibition took months to filter down through
bureaucratic channels to New Zealand’s Capitol, Wellington,
and the appointed governor. Given only a few months to
prepare for their exhibit, the appointed commissioners were
grantedlimitedfundstodevelop adisplaythatwould broadly
represent national identity and attract visitors.62 While
manufacturers of saleable goods (especially leather goods,
coal and metal works) readily provided their products, ac-
quiring other representative objects of the country proved
moredifficult.Colonial administratorssoughttomakeagood
impressionas theyencouraged immigration andemphasized
natural resources for mining and agriculture; there was also
an emerging tourist identity, focusing on its natural beauty
and native people. An emphasis on ‘culture and education’,
popular at the Vienna Exhibition in 1873, further encour-
aged countries to represent their indigenous peoples. The
Smithsonian was planning a significant display on North
American Indians largely based on materials that had been
collected by western exploring expeditions from the 1850s
through the early 1870s.
The New Zealand commissioners hoped for contribu-
tions from the embryonic museums of the learned societies
in Auckland, Wellington, Canterbury and Otago. They had
only small collections, however, and most private collectors
of Maori materials were reluctant to send their artifacts
abroad. Responsibility fell to the New Zealand Institute of
Wellington, which, when that city became the seat of
Parliament in 1865, had been given statutory responsibili-
ty for the Colonial Museum.63 Its enterprising director,
James Hector, who was also head of the geological survey,
provided geological materials assembled in the interests of
mining and provided some fossil, zoological and botanical
specimens. He also arranged for landscape photographs by
D.L. Mundy that were very intentionally promotional of61 The London Crystal Palace Exposition of 1851 is usually identified as the first
industrial fair. New Zealand had been represented by materials and a number of
people from New Zealand, including at least two Maori. The colony had also been well-
represented at the Vienna Exhibition in 1874, in part because the director of the
Vienna museum had spent time in New Zealand and was able to loan materials he had
acquired for its display. See Descriptive Catalogue of the New Zealand Court of the
Vienna Exposition (1873).
62 On August 9, 1875, circulars were sent by W.B.D. Mantell, who was Chairman of
the Philadelphia Exhibition Committee, to superintendents of provinces and asking
what costs might be incurred. Disappointing responses came back from Marlborough,
Auckland, Dunedin and New Plymouth over the next two months. D. McLean, as office
of the Native Department, September 21, 1875 indicated he would try to acquire
‘articles illustrative of the History and Customs of the Maori race’. An undated
clipping from the London Times, sent from Colonial Secretary William Carnarvon,
August 20, 1875, suggested that there was fatigue because of the earlier demands of
large international exhibitions in Europe and, in Vienna, ‘the enormous cost of this
last enterprise and the disappointments which attended it’. Mantell correspondence in
MU 177, Correspondence relating to the Philadelphia Exposition, 1873–1877, Muse-
um of New Zealand/Te Papa Tongarewa, Wellington, New Zealand [hereafter TPTA].
63 C.A. Fleming, Science, settlers, and scholars: the centennial history of the Royal
Society of New Zealand, Royal Society of New Zealand Bulletin, 1987, 25:189–192.
www.sciencedirect.comthe colony.64 These joined the sheepskins, leather, coal and
othercommercial itemsthatrepresentedthemostprosperous
New Zealand enterprises. The relative paucity of Maori
materials reflected the fact that by the last half of the nine-
teenth century many of the most interesting historical arti-
facts were being acquired by private and public collectors
abroad, a kind of material object drain during the height of
colonialism that has resulted in magnificent collections of
indigenous materials far from their place of origin.65 A com-
pounding issue was that transporting goods was also difficult
and somewhat risky, leading to worries about the security for
rare or precious goods. In 1876, transit still proved unpredict-
able and slow even as the traffic with the United States had
steadily increased, despite agreement with the Pacific Mail
SteamshipCompanybythegovernmentsofNewSouthWales
and New Zealand which subsidized a monthly service.66
New Zealand commissioners were forced to think creatively.
In the United States, the Smithsonian held one of the
more significant collections of New Zealand objects, some
acquired by the Wilkes Expedition and others brought back
by astronomers who had spent time in New Zealand in
order to observe the Transit of Venus in 1874–1875.67
There had also been some modest exchanges of zoological
specimens and publications between the two countries
initiated when Hector became director of the museum in
Wellington 1870.68 Becoming concerned about ‘showy’
objects to display, the New Zealand agent gathering mate-
rials for the exhibit, Arthur Bothamley, wrote to ask
Secretary Joseph Henry if he might borrow natural history
specimens and Maori curiosities for their exhibit.69 Henry1874–1875’’, Smithsonian Contributions to Anthropology (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution, 1967) vol. 2, no. 2, pp. iv, 21–28. These were acquired from Lake Wakatipu,
Riverston, Southland, and the Chatham Islands.
68 Joseph Henry to Hector, October 22, 1870, MU147, TPTA; this is a letter of thanks
for his skins of Apteryx and Moa bones. Joseph Henry to Hector, Nov. 9, 1871 and also
Baird to Hector, Nov. 9, 1871, MU 94, TPTA. In general, the letterbooks suggest that
exchanges, after those among other New Zealand museums, were largest and more
frequent with major British museums, especially the British Museum (Natural
History) and Kew Gardens, than with the United States. Hector had been trained
by Richard Murchison in Britain and served the crown by working in British Colum-
bia, Canada before his appointment to New Zealand. See Philip Mennell, The Dictio-
nary of Australasian Biography (London: Hutchinson, 1896), pp. 225–226.
69 Arthur Bothamley to Joseph Henry, April 1, 1876, MU177, TPTA. Mention of
some details of this loan, but not the hei-tiki, are in Ewan Johnston, ‘Representing the
Pacific at International Exhibitions, 1851–1940’ (Ph.D., University of Auckland,
1999). The practice of loaning museum specimens for research or exhibition was
common and the Smithsonian, with its ‘duplicate’ holdings participated in a substan-
tive way; see Catherina Nichols, ‘Museum Networks: The Exchange of the Smithso-
nian’s Duplicate Anthropology Collections’ (Ph.D. Arizona State University, 2014) and
Jane McLaren Walsh’s ‘Collections as Currency in Anthropology, History, and Ameri-
can Indians: Essays in Honor of William Curtis Sturtevant’, Smithsonian Contribu-
tions to Anthropology, 44, ed. by William Merrill and Ives Goddard (Washington:
Smithsonian Institution, 2002), pp. 201–210.
Figure 5. New Zealand displayed its agricultural and mineral resources alongside
considerable Maori cultural material as it developed its own colonial identity at
world’s fairs in the nineteenth century, here represented at the Philadelphia
Centennial Exposition in 1876. Photo courtesy of the Free Library of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
16 Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1graciously complied, offering to transport the materials to
Philadelphia along with those sent to fill the Smithsonian
Institutions’ huge exhibit hall.70 At this point it is again
possible to identify one of the hei-tikis acquired by Wilkes
because it was among the items loaned to the New Zealand
exhibitors.71
James Hector, who had taken leadership in acquiring
materials, was appointed the official representative of New
Zealand. Following the standard oceanic route from New
Zealand, he traveled to the eastern United States via
London, where he picked up additional New Zealand
materials for the Philadelphia exhibit from storage held
in anticipation of a new Colonial Museum there.72When he
arrived in April, having arranged for additional material,
he found that the arrangements were incomplete, and New
Zealand had insufficient objects to fill its allotted space. At
the same time, agent Bothamley noted that there was
great interest shown in the colony ‘and on all hands
disappointment and surprise have been expressed that
no Maoris will be present at Philadelphia’.73
Hector did what he could to help with the New Zealand
display and then traveled south to visit the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D.C. Spencer Baird, then As-
sistant Secretary in charge of the Museum, not only
showed an interest in New Zealand and the South Pacific
but also established a cordial personal connection with
Hector by inviting him to dinner with Baird’s family.74
The number of national museum directors was relatively
small and such direct connections deepened relationships
for those who depended on such mutual good will and
exchange to populate their scientific collections and public
exhibits.75
The Philadelphia Centennial Exposition was successful
in demonstrating a kind of ‘coming of age’ of the rapidly70 New Zealand was in Henry’s purview because the New Zealand Institute was in
its journal exchange system and Hector had sent moa bones and casts of New Zealand
artifacts shortly after becoming director; see acknowledgement from Henry, Novem-
ber 9, 1871, RU94, TPTA.
71 The ledger book entry for E3757 (‘a finely carved dark greenstone hei-tiki’) notes,
‘loaned to Dr. J. Hector. Returned March 9, 1882’. A-NMNH. A conservation entry for
the E3757 (dated November 13, 1986) offers a more detailed description: ‘Green stone
carved in the form of a seated (cross-legged) human figure. There are two red eyes
made of sealing wax. There are 4 open holes in the piece, the center of the legs and
arms. The real side of the figure is fairly flat. A small hole is drilled at the top for
suspending the ornament’. An additional note points out that half of the left eye has
been chipped off.
72 Some Vienna Exhibition materials had been sent to ‘a recently organized Colonial
Museum in London’ and Hector found the Maori and other items in London in poor
condition but sent some on to Philadelphia. See Colonial Secretary to W.B.D. Mantell,
August 31, 1875, in Rowan Burns and Simon Nathan ‘A Quick Run Home: Corre-
spondence of James Hector while Overseas, 1875–1876’ Geosciences Society of New
Zealand, Miscellaneous Publication 133E (2012), pp. 28–29. This correspondence
primarily includes Hector’s year-long leave in Britain returning through the United
States; also James Hector to the Philadelphia Exposition Commission, July 15, 1976,
MU177, TPTA. See Appendix to the Journals of the New Zealand House of Represen-
tatives; see volume 4 (1870) which prints the official correspondence. This London
museum may have been the never-realized expansion of the India Museum; see Ray
Desmond, The India Museum, 1801–1879 (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office,
1982).
73 Arthur Bothamley to W.B.D. Mantell, April 15, 1876 (quotation) and R.M.
Cameron to W.M. Barmalyne, April 17, 1876, both in MU177, TPTA. There was
discussion of Maori coming to the exhibition but, to Hector’s relief, that did not
happen; see Burns and Rowan, ‘A Quick Run Home’, pp. 52 and 56.
74 Baird was made an honorary member of the New Zealand Institute (later the
Royal Society) in 1877. See Francis Lucian Reid, ‘The Province of Science: James
Hector and the New Zealand Institute, 1867–1903’ (Ph.D. University of Cambridge,
2007).
75 A few New Zealand items on display were contributed to the Smithsonian; see
letter of thanks from Spencer F. Baird to James Hector, July 8, 1876. MU177, TPTW.
www.sciencedirect.comindustrializing United States and symbolized, after a dev-
astating Civil War, that it was reunited. It also allowed
other young (and old) nations and colonies to demonstrate
their economic capacities and distinctive cultural charac-
teristics. One of the highlights of the New Zealand exhibit
was a twenty-three foot high column representing the
roughly $150,000 in gold that New Zealand had exported
between 1862 and 1875, a tribute to New Zealand’s recent
but short-lived gold rush.76 The hei-tiki loaned by the
Smithsonian joined other object as signifiers of Maori
culture, distinct to New Zealand.77 Among the most dra-
matic was a large curved prow described by one observer as
‘a hideous figure-head, for a native water craft, – which is a
rough image painted red with sharp nose, body made of a
carved board, and large claws, probably made to frighten
their foes, and admirably adapted to that purpose’.78
As Conal McCarthy has suggested, the New Zealand
international exhibits in the 1870s were ‘a compromise
between the scientific order of carefully arranged specimens,
the romantic allure of foreign peoples, and the commercial
spectacle of material possessions’ (Figure 5).79 The exhibit
had natural history and ethnological materials arranged by
Hector in an upright showcase, in addition to a case orga-
nized by a local magistrate from Whanganui with ‘garments,
ornaments, weapons, etc. on behalf of several chiefs’. Labels
identified their significance as tribal heirlooms and provided76 What Ben Beverly Saw at the Great Exposition (Chicago: Centennial Publishing
Co., 1876), p. 46. It weighed 246 tons and reflected a value of $151,271,293. Some
Americans had participated in the New Zealand gold rush and their stories, too made
this island a place at once exotic and familiar.
77 Considerable detail about the arrangements, which Hector oversaw, are in Burns
and Nathan ‘A Quick Run Home’, pp. 48–59; also see James Hector Papers, Hocken
Library, Otago University, Dunedin (HLOU).
78 What Ben Beverly Saw, p. 46; this pamphlet was a souvenir of the centennial and
the comment suggests that the exotic perspective on these sometimes fierce and
dramatic carved figures remained in place for the public audience.
79 Conal McCarthy, Exhibiting Maori: A History of Colonial Cultures of Display
(Oxford: Berg, 2007), p. 34. His discussion reflects the pragmatic opinions of the Maori
who willingly sent some gifts, expecting exchange from the United States President;
some Maori interpreted their inclusion as a sign of international recognition.
Figure 6. This undated photograph (c. 1870s) by Herbert Deveril, government
photographer, shows Ti Rangi Tahau on the porch of a whare puni, wearing his
hei-tiki, and with family members peering from the door and window. Courtesy of
G. Alexander, Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1 17their historical provenance.80 Maori were also represented
in a series of photographs commissioned from Herbert
Deveril that showed traditionally attired mem and women
with their prized possessions (Figure 6).81 New Zealand
administrators interested in promoting tourism took note
of the interest shown in natural history and Maori objects
and emphasized by the exotic and the close identification of
the colony was they integrated the Maori identity (iwi) into
the national identity.82 What visitors learned from the
representations in Philadelphia is unclear, but walking
among through the densely packed exhibit certainly
highlighted what was distinct about the Maori and their
settler islands.
In 1876 Philadelphia had a long, hot, humid summer, a
point made by visitors and managers alike.83 At least one
New Zealand attendee left early, eager to get back to the
cooler climate of his home country. John Chew had written
enthusiastically to his wife about his trip east from San
Francisco, commenting on the quality of the Mormon
Tabernacle organ in Utah and impressed by the Chicago
stockyards. However, he found mid-July temperature and
humidity in Philadelphia dreadful and noted he had so
much perspiration that he was ‘gradually melting away’.84
A death in the family meant that Arthur T. Bothamley,
responsible for overseeing the details of the exhibit, also
left early.85 He hired local workers to pack up those mate-
rials on display intended for return to New Zealand. Other
items were to be returned to the Smithsonian and most
were sent back, but certain objects, including a long spear
and the hei-tiki, were not included.
Hector apparently discovered the error in checking the
items returned to Wellington and wrote to Baird about the
situation. Baird confirmed that, while the Maori skulls had
been returned, the New Zealand jade and other items were
missing – hence the correspondence found in the museum
archives in Wellington.86 Once the problem had been
identified, the hei-tiki was returned to the Smithsonian.87
Solving this problem meant closure, and like the80 Quoted in McCarthy, Exhibiting Maori, p. 35. McCarthy demonstrates the en-
gagement and response of Maori themselves in the exhibitions both at home and
abroad, making clear that there was considerable agency and, in some cases, genuine
pride at being included; there were also occasional issues about what was being done –
and the sale and display of tattooed Maori heads early were an issue.
81 An account of Deveril’s Maori portraits is by Anne Maxwell, ‘Theorizing Settler
Identities and Images of Facial and Cultural Reference in Colonial Exhibitions and
Photographic Tourism’, in Leigh Dale and Simon Ryan, eds., The Body in the Library
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1998), pp. 121–137.
82 See, for example, the promotional guidebook published by Thomas Bracken, The
New Zealand Tourist (published by the Union Steamship Company, LLD, 1879) and
discussion in M.L. Werry, ‘Tourism, Ethnicity, and the Performance of New Zealand
Nationalism, 1889–1914’ (Ph.D. Northwestern University, 2001).
83 There are numerous guides that reveal the specifics and contemporary perspec-
tive on the Centennial Exposition including Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Historical
Register of the Centennial Exposition, 1876 (Frank Leslie’s Publishing House,
1876). The bicentennial stimulated historical studies including Robert Post, ed. A
Centennial Exposition (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1976).
84 John Chew to his wife, July 10, 1876. Chew Family MS-1401-01, Turnbull Library,
Wellington [hereafter TLW]. He also wrote to his daughter, Annie, July 10, 1876, that
‘The weather is so hot here I think it will drive me away from here much sooner than I
intended. . .. The heat prevents me from enjoying anything here’.
85 See records of Arthur T. Bothamley, Siers Papers MS 8447-2, TLW.
86 Baird to Hector, July 9, 1877, MU94, TPTA. On May 26, 1884, Baird wrote to ask if
the implements and objects loaned for the Centennial had been returned. Notes on
this letter suggest that they had gone back on January 10, 1882, with the exception of
a spear, which was too long to go by post and was still in New Zealand, MU94, TPTA.
87 The Smithsonian Ledger Book entry for E3757 (a finely carved dark greenstone
hei-tiki) notes, ‘loaned to Dr. J. Hector. Returned March 9, 1882’. A-HMNH.
www.sciencedirect.comCentennial Exposition informally marked a change in
the ways that the hei-tiki would be identified and displayed
once returned to the Smithsonian. Once moved to a new
museum and with growing professionalization of the field
of anthropology, the artifacts would be organized and
interpreted in quite different ways.
A United States National Museum
As a result of the Philadelphia Exposition and the enor-
mous number of objects acquired by gift and exchange with
other exhibitors, Henry and Baird finally persuaded Con-
gress to fund a United States National Museum under the
auspices of the Smithsonian; it was officially authorized in
1879. The new museum building was built rapidly (and
relatively cheaply), and a larger staff of permanent cura-
tors began to plan for and put exhibits in place.88 As the
new building reached completion and was furnished, the
second floor of the original sandstone castle, above the
Great Hall, housed anthropology for some time. Once back
in Washington, D.C., the hei-tiki joined anthropology (rath-
er than simply being part of the Wilkes’ expedition dis-
play), where, as a stone carving, it measured the Maori
against the litmus of ‘civilized’ craft and technology.
Recent historical assessments of natural history
museums often focus on the fact that nineteenth-century
museums established a new kind of authoritative episte-
mology, in part by deciding what to preserve, spotlight,
contextualize and describe.89 A new generation of museum
administrators in the late nineteenth century did view
their role as professional, instrumental and educational.9088 The National Museum, housed in what is now the Arts and Industries Building,
opened in 1881 with a more significant attention being paid to arts and industries
through a Division of Anthropology and within it a Department of Arts and Industries
under Otis T. Mason. See Pamela M. Henson, ‘‘‘Objects of Curious Research’: The
History of Science and Technology at the Smithsonian’’, Isis, 1999, 90: 249–269.
89 See note 5 above.
90 ‘George Brown Goode and the Smithsonian Museums: A National Museum of
Cultural History’, in Edward Alexander, Museum Masters: Their Museums and Their
Influence (Nashville, TN: American Association for State and Local History, 1883), pp.
276–307. Also see Karen A. Rader and Victoria M. Cain, Life on Display: Revolution-
izing U.S. Museums of Science and Natural History in the Twentieth Century (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2014), esp. chap. 1.
18 Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1The objects that they collected, as Steve Conn suggests,
were assumed to hold meaning and tell stories, giving
observers direct access to knowledge that should not be
too not highly mediated.91 In fact, George Brown Goode,
whose writings and actions at the Smithsonian came to
exemplify these ‘museum men’ made it clear that a muse-
um of anthropology held such objects ‘as illustrate the
natural history of Man, his classification in races and
tribes, his geographical distribution, past and present,
and the origin history and methods of his arts, industries,
customs and opinions, particularly among primitive and
semi-civilized peoples’.92 This object-based epistemology
was not, however, formless because the meanings were
intended to be established by context rather than by the
extended, often subjective descriptions that had, for exam-
ple, defined individual objects in Charles Willson Peale’s
museum in Philadelphia nearly a century earlier.93
While earlier assumptions about the exotic and heathen
peoples of the Pacific had shaped perceptions of their objects,
a rapidly emerging field of ethnography was reformulating
earlier observations. Against a backdrop of Indian Wars in
the West and highly contested radical reconstruction in the
South, non-white people, especially, were being measured
along a continuum of racial evolution, and notions of cultural
and racial hierarchies were now being given a scientific
imprimatur.94 Ideas about seeing progress in what were
termed ‘arts and industries’ seemed to offer a calculator or
index. In this schema, the Maori were identified as Paleo-
lithic (later Neolithic), with the hei-tiki presented as a stone-
worked product of a people who were quickly moving to a
subsequent stage of human advancement as they adopted
metal working tools. Influenced by the example of the Pitt
Rivers Museum in Oxford and the ideas of Gustav Klemm at
the Dresden Museum, the National Museum staff mapped
their objects with these ideas about progress.95 The anthro-
pological (incorporating archeological, ethnological and even
historical) materials at the National Museum of the Smith-
sonian Institution were to be classified under three depart-
ments: Antiquities, Races of Men and Arts and Industries.96
It joined other large museums in the late nineteenth century
in moving toward more terse and scientific labels, relying on
the contextual placement of objects to make them part of
larger themes of culture and development.9791 Steven Conn, Museums and American Intellectual Life, 1876–1926 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1998).
92 G. Brown Goode, ‘On the Classification of Museums’, Science, 1896, 3: 156.
93 Peale’s Philadelphia Museum, for example, offered anecdotal and personal com-
mentary on his exhibits, drawing on Indian lore and personal accounts to complement
Linnaean descriptions. See Charles Sellers, Mr. Peale’s Museum: Charles Willson
Peale and the First Popular Museum of Natural Science and Art (New York: W.W.
Norton, 1980), pp. 100–101.
94 Cartwright, Pacific Passages, pp. 7–9.
95 Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, ‘Otis T. Mason’s Tour of Europe: Observation, Exchange,
and Standardization in Public Museums, 1889’, Museum History Journal, 2008, 1:
181–208.
96 ‘Annual Report on Anthropological Collections for 1883’, United States National
Museum Curators’ Annual Reports RU 158, box 3, folder 3, SIA. The report by Ensign
A.P. Niblack notes these categories and discusses the method being used to catalogue
the large number of specimens both planned for exhibit and for the reserve collections.
The report also indicates that under Arts and Industries, the category of ‘Food and
Textiles’ embraced much more and included basketwork, paper, and needlework. It is
most likely that the hei-tikis would have remained within the Races of Man exhibition.
97 This rethinking of objects is identified in physics as ‘radical descriptionism’ in
Theodore Porter, ‘The Death of the Object: Fin de sie`cle Philosophy of Physics’, in
Dorothy Ross, ed., ‘Modernist Impulse in the Human Sciences, 1870–1930’ (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), pp. 128–151, 329–333.
www.sciencedirect.comUnder Otis Mason, formally appointed as curator of
ethnology in 1883, the National Museum moved to orga-
nize its national and international cultural specimens
according to a plan that allowed for comparison of cultures,
a way of ordering them into a hierarchy of human progress
and cultural advancement based on technological skills
and the use of tools.98 As Mason indicated, the organization
of cases presenting particular functions would be sugges-
tive of the progress of each art presented ‘side by side and
that specimens badly defined or without labels have easy
explanation by means of their nearest neighbor’.99 He was
keen to create common nomenclature, to establish distinc-
tive classifications, and to build an ‘encyclopedic’ card
system so that locality, topics, classes and other informa-
tion that could be sorted in more than one way. The great
national collection, he wrote, ‘should not be forcibly
strained into subjection to any one scheme’ but should
be able to ‘illustrate all the lines of study pursued by
anthropologists upon human activities’.100 This did not
mean ignoring categories but rather attending to a number
of concepts including race or tribe, material, structure
and function, progress of invention and geographical dis-
tribution.
On subjects where the museum had extensive materi-
als, as with Eskimo arts and crafts, the West Hall of the
new museum arranged objects according to use, location
and evolution. Specific objects typically organized by func-
tion were put in fourteen distinct groups with moveable
cases that allowed materials to be either shown together
with their geographical group or in series meant to show
both development and variety. These mobile cases, for
example, could demonstrate the changing patterns of stone
tools or the variety of types of throwing weapons based on
the actual materials at hand in different parts of the world.
Such organization could reflect ingenuity and progress in
action as ‘primitive man’ had slowly improved them. These
themes would remain prevalent in museums well into the
twentieth century even as subsequent museum changes in
display turned more toward kinship groupings.
There is little information on when or even if the New
Zealand materials were organized into this system. New
Zealand material may not have been put on display imme-
diately as the museum curators slowly unpacked, orga-
nized and rearranged exhibition space while
simultaneously creating exhibits for a series of national
and international expositions.101 There were few details in
an 1886 Handbook to the National Museum under the98 This outlook is particularly clear in Mason’s report of his trip to visit European
museums based on his observations of the Oxford Museum and that in South
Kensington, Annual Report of Otis Mason, Curator of Ethnology for 1889–1890,
RU 158, box 3, folder 10.
99 Annual Report of Otis Mason, Curator of the Department of Ethnology for 1884,
RU 158m box 3, folder 4, SIA. A contemporary guide, by William J. Rhees, Visitors
Guide to the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum in Washington (Washing-
ton: Judd and Detweiler, 1889), p. 15, made the point that the mobile mahogany cases
allowed for different configurations depending on the purpose of the exhibit.
100 Annual Report of Otis Mason, Curator of Ethnology for 1884, RU 158, box. 3, folder
4. Mason’s first report is very ambitious about his goals to create a classification
system with standard nomenclature; Miss Latham was creating cards so that infor-
mation could be shuffled depending on the arrangement needed. His effort to create an
‘encyclopedic’ system of organization continued in subsequent reports.
101 Robert Rydell, All the World’s a Fair: Visions of Empire at American International
Expositions, 1876–1916 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985). In fact, these
expositions increasingly emphasized kinship groups and brought indigenous peoples
to the fair as an extension of the material displays.
Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1 19Direction for the Smithsonian Institution, Washington by
Frank Leslie, although New Zealand flax items were not-
ed.102 By 1889, however, Mason’s annual report to George
Brown Goode referenced new Samoan materials and the
next year indicated that the south side of East Hall was to
be devoted to Polynesia.103 Indeed, popular attention, too,
was on the relationship among the Polynesian people, and
the Maori were viewed in relationship to those in the
Sandwich Islands and Hawaii.104 Within a few years,
the cases were clustered in a new way with ‘first Negroid
African; second Malay Polynesian or Indo Pacific people,
and third various Asiatic people’ grouped in the West
Hall.105 The small hei-tikis may have been in one of the
newly styled mahogany cases with objects on tinted paper
‘less wearisome to the eye’ and close to the glass for better
visibility.106
In the early twentieth century, undoubtedly influenced
by the enthusiasm for the display of living peoples at the
Chicago Columbian Exposition in 1893, the National Muse-
um paid more attention to ethnic and geographic groups.107
There the emphasis had been on what were called kinship
groups and distinctions among them, reflecting a contempo-
rary direction among some anthropologists.108Mason, given
his own interests, worked with the Bureau of Ethnography
particular attention to enhance the exhibit of several North
American Indian tribes.109
Given their expanding collections, however, the Nation-
al Museum also developed displays on ‘Negroid African,
Malay Polynesian or Indo Pacific people, and Asiatic’102 Handbook to the National Museum under the Direction of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution (New York: Brentano Brothers, 1886), pp. 49–100. The descriptions of anthro-
pology and archeology indicate the strong interest in developmental technologies and
ethnology focused on North and South American Indians. Passing mention was made
of fibers ‘‘prepared from leaves from the Hibiscus ‘flax’ of New Zealand’’ as a compari-
son to those from the Philippines, Yucatan and elsewhere (pp. 81–81). In the early
twentieth century a new National Museum of Natural History opened and it is
possible that the hei-tiki was among the minerals and gems, but guidebooks make
clear that only a tenth of the Smithsonian’s holdings were on display; see Brief Guide
to the Smithsonian Institution (Washington, D.C., 1931).
103 Recent additions from Samoa complemented objects collected by Wilkes and were
used to adorn figures representing Papuans, Dyaks, and Samoans. Cases surrounding
such figures held weapons, tools, and ornaments. See Annual Report of the Depart-
ment of Ethnology for 1889 and 1890, RU 158, Box 3, folders 10 and 11, SIA. A general
floor plan for what is today the Arts and Industries Building is in RU 95, box 38, folder
2, SIA.
104 See, for example, a reprint from the San Francisco Chronicle in the Milwaukee
Daily Journal, November 3, 1888, n. p. Echoing public opinion from a half century
earlier, the press noted that ‘the tiki’ was ‘the very worst and most repulsive style of
divinity we have ever seen’ in North American and United States Gazette, February 18,
1871, front page.
105 Annual report for Anthropology, June 30, 1896, RU 158, box 4, folder 1, SIA.
106 W.J. Rhees, Visitors Guide to the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum
(Washington: Judd and Detweiler, 1886), pp. 14–15. The labels had less text and were
now printed in a large, heavy-face type in order to illustrate ‘every manifestation of
human thought and activity by displaying descriptive labels, adapted to the popular
mind’.
107 For a discussion of the influence of the Chicago world’s fair on Mason, see Hinsley
C. Savages and Scientists: The Smithsonian Institution and the Development of
American Anthropology, 1846–1910. Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press;
1981, pp. 110–113. Mason shifted from his interest in ‘man’s conquest of the earth’
to an environmental and geographical sensibility as reflected in Mason’s ‘Technogeo-
graphy, or the Relation of the Earth to the Industries of Mankind’, American Anthro-
pologist, 1894, 7: 137–161.
108 Rydell, All the World’s a Fair.
109 The fact that the Bureau of Ethnology, led by John Wesley Powell, was under the
Smithsonian auspices although with an independent budget, meant that study of
North American Indians had a special emphasis and, to some extent both enabled and
pushed the Smithsonian curators to attend to other cultures. Regna Darnell, ‘The
Development of American Anthropology, 1879–1920: From the Bureau of American
Ethnology to Franz Boas’ (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1969), pp.
28–56.
www.sciencedirect.compeoples. Some were represented not only by artifacts but
also by full-sized manikins, and now the idea was be to
arrange them in glass boxed displays showing family
groups with children, women and men.110 Maori artifacts
were more sparse so these likely remained in cabinets that
were clustered together as Pacific and Asian Peoples in the
main corridor next to the East Court of the museum.
The Pacific region became, at the turn the nineteenth
century and in the aftermath of the war with Spain, a place
of growing attention as the United States became ever
more politically active in the Pacific, especially the Hawai-
ian, Philippine and the Samoan islands.111 When William
Holmes became head curator of anthropology in 1897, with
Mason still in charge of the Division of Ethnology, a
‘geographic plan’ predominated. The West Hall gallery’s
north side was crowded with materials from Australia and
the Pacific Islands, with anticipated large collections com-
ing from the Philippines, not all ‘precious Wilkes speci-
mens’ installed. Holmes wondered in his annual report,
‘What are we to do. . .?’112 Whether the small hei-tikis were
on display is not clear, but the wood-framed, glass-topped
side cases could have easily accommodated them. The
trend toward using manikins, however, turned visitors
toward the peoples themselves.
The National Museum built in the early 1880s was filled
to capacity even as it opened, and within a decade the
curators were complaining of lack of space for storage as
well as exhibits. So, in 1903 Congress authorized a new
building, which, in turn, provided an opportunity for an-
thropology staff to rethink their exhibition strategies. Otis
Mason took his cue from the popularity of ethnic groups at
the industrial expositions and in other museums although
he himself remained particularly interested in the evolu-
tionary exhibits that demonstrated the development in
size, materials and functions of artifact categories over
time. His exhibition of basketry, his curatorial specialty,
emphasized human creativity and diversity.113
In 1909, the newest Smithsonian museum (later identi-
fied as the National Museum of Natural History) opened in
its new location across from the castle building; it was
touted as the largest building in Washington aside from
the Capitol itself. Left behind in the old building were
historical ‘arts and industries’, but the ethnological arti-
facts, still viewed as natural history, moved across the
mall. So the hei-tiki migrated yet again, and may well have110 Annual Report for the Department of Ethnology dated June 30, 1896, RU 158, box
4, folder 1, SIA. Because of Theodore Roosevelt’s major African expedition and
subsequently the acquisition of Herbert Ward’s collection of seventeen bronze sculp-
tures, that continent became well represented. See Mary Jo Arnoldi, ‘A Distorted
Mirror: The Exhibition of the Herbert Ward Collection of Africana’, in Ivan Karp,
Christine Mullen Kreamer, and Steven Lavine, eds., Museums and Communities: The
Politics of Public Culture (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992), pp. 428–
457.
111 On this pattern of exchange with a ‘colonial’ network, see Susan Sheets-Pyenson,
Cathedrals of Science: The Development of Colonial Natural History Museums during
the Late Nineteenth Century (Kingston: McGill-Queens University Press, 1988); also
see Amira J.M. Henare, Museums, Anthropology and Imperial Exchange (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2005).
112 Annual Report for 1897–1898, RU 158, box 26, folder 10, SIA.
113 Mason found in baskets a remarkable diversity based on local plant fibers,
container needs, and community culture and practice and wrote what remains a
definitive book on the subject. Otis T. Mason, American Indian Basketry (New York:
Doubleday, 1904). Mason also emphasized that the story of advancing techniques
related to women’s work directly because they often produced baskets. Annual Report
for Anthropology for 1899–1900, box 26, folder 12, SIA.
121 Annual Report for Anthropology for 1932–33, RU 158, box 62, folder 6, SIA.
122 Annual Report for Anthropology, RU 158, box 71, folder 6, SIA.
123 Annual Report of the Division of Ethnology, 1939–40, RU 158, box 71, folder 6,
SIA.
124 Annual Report of the Division of Ethnology, 1940–1941, RU 158, box 72, folder 8,
SIA.
125 The anthropology staff members prepared reports on request and they also
created relevant exhibits including one on the development of projectile weapons
20 Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1remained with some of the older exhibit cases in the north
end.114 However, head curator William H. Holmes was
fully committed to creating ‘family lay figure groups’ by
geographic area. Building on an Alaska-Yukon-Pacific ex-
position shown in St. Louis and with previous exhibitions
updated, Holmes was able to develop a few additional
American Indian groups, shown simultaneously with a
synoptic series that exhibited development of several types
of artifacts.115 His goal was to create a line of display where
visitors would first encounter peoples from Tierra del
Fuego on the southernmost top of the Americas and then
symbolically travel north viewing cases that represented
peoples from South, Central and North American and
culminating their tour with the Eskimo exhibit case.116
The goal, Holmes reported, was to assemble the exhibits
‘by geographical areas, and the people and their cultures,
so far as they are represented, [they] may thus be visited in
much the same order that the traveler would visit the
peoples themselves’.117 Interspersed among the large glass
cases with lay figure groups were sets of related artifacts
installed in gem-styled cases.
Housed in a separate hall, Pacific peoples were only
casually organized geographically. Apparently a single
figure of a Maori man was placed near several New Zeal-
and cases. When new Maori materials came as gifts, these
were added to the exhibit and that necessitated updates
and improvements in detail; but otherwise apparently
little changed over the first half of the twentieth centu-
ry.118 Moreover, there was little stimulus of new materials
because only modest scientific exchanges took place with
New Zealand after passage of the country’s Maori Antiq-
uities Act of 1901/1904 (and successive acts down to the
present) put an effective end to directly acquiring older
ethnological artifacts.119 In the 1930s, a guidebook
reported that the northern range held ‘realistic native
groups. . .of peoples of Africa, Australia, and the islands
of the Pacific’ and the accompanying cases displayed ‘weap-
ons, bark cloth idols, and other artifacts of these foreign
peoples’.120
The only major change in anthropology came when the
museum had added physical anthropology and hired Ales
Hrdlicka. He built this area through field work and by
accessing and acquiring existing materials during the
interwar period. Among other things, the ‘culturally114 Tracing the exhibits changes in annual reports, it seems that smaller New
Zealand items in cases were eventually moved toward the east side of the central
aisle on the main floor.
115 Annual Report for Anthropology for 1913–14, RU 158, box 27, folder 6, SIA.
116 Such human manikins had become familiar in the nineteenth century – Charles
Willson Peale had created wax figures outfitted with appropriate clothing for his
museum in Philadelphia in 1797 – but the move to create kinship groups in relation-
ship to one another was new. See Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, ‘Objects of Ethnography’, in
Karp and Lavine, eds., Exhibiting Cultures, pp. 398–401.
117 William H. Holmes, Annual Report for Anthropology for 1911–1912, p. 19, RU 158,
box 27, folder 4.
118 Annual Report for Anthropology for 1927–1928, RU 158, box 30, folder 9, SIA. New
acquisitions stimulated attention to the Maori materials, particularly a feather robe
from Lt. Com. Lowell Cooper of the U.S. Navy and section of a Maori house post from
A.W. Converse; this led to ‘corrections’ to the exhibit of a Maori man.
119 See, for example, an exchange of Maori items for Hopi items between the Canter-
bury Museum and the National Museum; see F.W. Hutton to George Brown Goode,
July 8, 1895, May 7, 1896 and Oct. 22, 1896, Smithsonian Institution Assistant
Secretary in Charge of the United States National Museum, RU 189, SIA.
120 The italics are in the original and point out that public opinion did not necessarily
follow expert presentation. Brief Guide to the Smithsonian Institution (Washington,
1931), p. 22.
www.sciencedirect.comtreated human heads from Maori, Melanesian, and Ama-
zonian sources’ were moved from the culture area exhibits
to form a study and exhibit group demonstrating physical
anthropology. Mostly, however, during the depression and
the war years exhibitions were static as staff numbers left
and there was essentially no funding for new exhibits;
inexperienced staff provided by the Works Progress Ad-
ministration primarily organized materials in storage.121
Nonetheless, the museum curators were stunned when
President Franklin D. Roosevelt visited the museum and
‘singled out the ethnological exhibits as being displayed
after the manner and in the spirit of the 1870s’.122While he
might have gotten his periodization wrong, Roosevelt’s
stinging criticism led to discussion among the curators
about what they could do to modernize their exhibits.123
The goal was to create life-sized dioramas with a wider
range of life activities and build each around a centralizing
activity, while keeping ethnological objects in the
alcoves.124 The war, however, did refocus staff attention
on small displays in response to public concerns, and many
of the staff members were called into service to answer
questions and write reports for various military groups.125
This involved, for example, putting together some of the
anthropological and natural history materials relating to
island peoples of the Pacific for the military and also
putting more items on public display.126
Finally, in 1947, the curator of anthropology, Frank
Setzler, was in a position to think about dramatically
modernizing the exhibits that could ‘tell a story of man
and his culture based on the most recent anthropological
data’ and returned to Holmes’ plan to show the indigenous
peoples from Tierra del Fuego to the North pole as one
continuous geographical exhibit. The World War had chan-
ged the outlook of citizens, Setzler thought, and now ‘Most
Americans have a live curiosity concerning peoples living
in other lands’.127 Australasia was a place of such interests,from the throwing club to the modern tank that included Fijian knobbed throwing
clubs and Australian boomerangs. They also did a display of rescue equipment of the
Air Sea Rescue Service of U.S. Coast Guard, which proved so popular that public
demand required it be put up again when it was dismantled. See Annual Report for
Anthropology for 1944–1945, RU 158, box 76, folder 17 and Annual Report for
Anthropology for 1942–1943, RU 158, box 74, folder 12. This engagement has subse-
quently stimulated considerable discussion about professional ethics, particularly
after the publication of Darrell H. Price, Anthropological Intelligence: The Deployment
and Neglect of American Anthropology in the Second World War (Chapel Hill: Duke
University Press, 2008).
126 Annual Report for Ethnology, 1943–44, RU 158, box 75, folder 5, SIA. A display in
July and August, 1943, featured the Aleutian, Micronesian and Melanesian islands as
well as the Marshalls, the Solomon Islands, and Guadalcanal. The curator noted, ‘The
South Seas, divested of their pseudo-romantic setting, have become a subject of
serious study by Americans. The Pacific Islands have become a new frontier – a
frontier that had remained stationary on our Pacific coast for more than one hundred
years’.
127 Annual Report for Anthropology for 1947–48, RU 158, box 80, folder 15; Annual
Report for 1949–50, RU 158, box 82, folder 3, SIA. Equally important, he able to join an
expedition to the Arnham Land of northern Australia, under the auspices of the
Australian government, the National Geographic Society, and the Smithsonian; see
Martin Thomas and Margo Neale, eds., Exploring the Legacy of the 1948 Arnhem Land
Expedition (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 2011).
Figure 7. Designers produced this sketch of plans for the Maori Group case in Hall
8 of the United States Museum of Natural History in the 1960s. A list of artifacts
indicates that the manikin of the woman kneeing behind the tattoo artist will have
the hei-tiki which made the trip to Philadelphia. Three ring binder of sketches for
Hall 8, American Anthropological Archive, Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C.
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In the 1950s Frank Taylor chaired an Exhibits Modern-
ization Program that successfully gained Congressional
support for its ambitious plans. The mood was expansive
and the criticism of Roosevelt forgotten as major halls
were, in turn, completely emptied, lighting and other
facilities modernized, displays redone, and virtually the
entire exhibit area reframed.128 There were other changes
as well as some senior staff retired, two new anthropolo-
gists came to work, and, in 1957, five new staff members
were hired to begin to oversee the transfer of materials to a
new division of cultural history that would become the
basis for a new Museum of History and Technology.129 The
last parts of the major renovation plans for anthropology
were Halls 7 and 8, which were the non-American division.
Hall 8 was to be ‘Peoples and Cultures of the Oceanic’
featuring objects and anthropological themes of Pacific and
Southeast Asian peoples with major ‘life groups’ in large
cases accompanied by artifacts in alcoves to demonstrate
additional aspects of their cultures.130 By the post-war
years, the Smithsonian had acquired perhaps the largest
Asian Pacific Collections in the country and curator Saul
Riesenberg studied records and exhibits at other museums
as he worked toward a 1961 completion date for full
renovation.131 Particularly dramatic was the Maori case
where the Wilkes exploration hei-tikis were now fully on
display, worn by figures in a diorama that focused on
elaborate ritual tattooing. The hei-tiki that had made
the trip across the Pacific three times was placed on a
woman manikin shown assisting the tattoo artist, while
the other hei-tiki from the Wilkes Expedition was on a
stalwart male observing the process (Figure 7). The hei-
tikis, physical representations of the volcanic island, are
once again closely connected to human experiences with
limited comment by experts.
Over the twentieth century, lines distinguishing art,
artifact and esthetics blurred. The hei-tiki and ethnolog-
ical artifacts, avidly sought by outsiders, made the Maori
themselves more conscious of materials that were dis-
tinctive within their culture. The art and craft of these
objects contributed to group identity alongside the per-
sonal meaning embedded in a gift culture. As art
museums broadened their scope, they, too, became more
attentive to the skill and esthetics of indigenous arti-
facts. The craftsmanship invoked in shaping the green-
stone became recognized as art, for example, and in128 The exhibits modernization program in the 1950s affected essentially the entire
Smithsonian as two new museums, one for the history of technology and the other for air
and space, were planned. See Exhibits Modernization Committee, RU 190, Series 1, SIA.
129 Annual Report for Anthropology for 1957–58. RU 158, box 90, folder 20 SIA.
130 As Pamela Henson has pointed out, World War II and its aftermath expanded
public interest in the South Pacific; see her ‘The Smithsonian Goes to War: The
Increase and Diffusion of Scientific Knowledge in the Pacific’, in Roy M. Macleod, ed.,
Science and the Pacific: Science and the Pacific War: Science and Survival in the
Pacific, 1939–1945 (Boston: Kluwer, 2000), pp. 27–50; also see Rader and Cain, Life on
Display, chapter 4. Changing outlooks toward culture were evident in other museums
as well; see Tony Bennett’s ‘Selective Memory: Racial Recall and Civic Renewal at the
American Museum of Natural History’, in his Pasts beyond Memory: Evolution,
Museums, Colonialism (London: Routledge, 2004).
131 Annual Report of Anthropology for 1959–60. RU 158, box 94, folder 1, SIA. Hall
8 focused on Pacific and Southeast Asian peoples with a complete renovation that
emptied old exhibit cases emptied and brought out materials in storage. Unfortunate-
ly the curators’ reports for the following two years are missing.
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craft people who demonstrated techniques using ‘native
clay, wool, jade and bone’ at the Smithsonian and
other sites around the United States.132 Such engage-
ment was not new, according to Conal McCarthy,
because Maori people themselves had taken part in early
international expositions and understood some honor in
being part of displays and demonstrations even as they
were too often aware of the racialized gaze of Western
observers.133 McCarthy also points to evident pride in
having Maori material, like the hei-tikis, on display
around the world.
In the mid-1980s the Smithsonian hei-tiki was pulled
from its life group setting to be part of a major sesquicen-
tennial celebration of the Wilkes voyage held at the Na-
tional Museum of Natural History entitled Magnificent
Voyagers and on display in 1985–1986.134 Here the small
green pendant acquired a kind of reified value interchange-
able with virtually any other Maori artifact, simply be-
cause it was, in fact, displayed as representative of that
global expedition. Without much description, the hei-tiki
was made an integral part of the story of the historical
story of exploration and discovery. When the Wilkes expe-
dition exhibit closed, the hei-tiki was returned briefly to the
longer-term Maori exhibit in Pacific Hall until it was taken
down in 1997. Returned to storage, the hei-tiki it was taken
out again in 2013 with its partner to rotate in a display case
– not in the Museum of Natural History or even in the132 Entitled ‘Treasures from the Land: 12 New Zealand Craftsmen and Their Native
Materials’, the traveling exhibit stayed throughout 1985; records in RU 10–128, box
17, folders 1 and 2, SIA.
133 McCarthy, Exhibiting Maori, p. 15.
134 The exhibition is reflected in Viola and Margolis, Magnificent Voyagers; an image
of the two Wilkes’ hei-tikis is on page 133. A conservation entry dated November 13,
1986, apparently when E3757 was returned to storage, offers a description: ‘Green
stone carved in the form of a seated (cross-legged) human figure. There are two red
eyes made of sealing wax. There are 4 open holes in the piece, the center of the legs and
arms. The real side of the figure is fairly flat. A small hole is drilled at the top for
suspending the ornament’. An additional note points out that half of the left eye has
been chipped off.
22 Endeavour Vol. 40 No. 1Museum of American History but in the Air and Space
Museum as part of an inter-museum collaboration on ‘Time
and Navigation’.135 Here with a few other objects, it now
serves as a historical marker of imperial and scientific
collecting habits, a reminder of the navigational skills of
explorers in time and space, in this case the United States
Exploring Expedition who, assisted by ever more sophisti-
cated clocks, still navigated their sailing ships by the stars
and thus met peoples on literally the other side of the
world. The hei-tiki, briefly described, represents distance
half way around the world. Additionally, for those not able
to see it in person, the hei-tiki is now visible as part of the
digitization project that is documenting all Smithsonian
objects. It has gained a virtual identity.
Conclusion
Ethnology curator Otis T. Mason recognized the power of
the objects that he curated. Shortly before he died, he
reflected in an annual report, ‘An ideal specimen is an
object that has something to teach about humanity. . .. In
the untaught mind it is a curiosity or monstrosity, and the
more mystery there is about it, the better. But all such
notions are far from the sciences of Anthropology. A good
specimen is capable of telling more than one story. It may
talk about race, development, geography, progress, skill,
art, social life, or whisper of a spirit world’.136 His obser-
vation anticipated the multiple stories of the hei-tiki.
The green pendant, created by a craftsman in New
Zealand, acquired its original identity as a gift to Rangin-
gangana and subsequently served as an iconic reminder of
her Maori people, but never in a simple or singular way.
Over the course of nearly two hundred years and travels
that went across the Pacific but also around the nation and
then in distinctive settings in at least four museums on the
Washington mall, the materiality of the hei-tiki has
remained essentially unchanged – a carved greenstone
from the western coast of South Island. Among the Maori
people such items are a personal treasure reflecting the
past and a reflection of cultural identity. In museums far
removed, they may reflect some of that significance for
Maori visitors but most often, as one curator points out, the
museum’s task is ‘to make knowledge about objects rele-
vant to the understanding of different worldviews, and to
instruct the viewer about the equal importance of all
cultures in the history of civilization and their contribu-
tions to this multicultural world’.137 In fact, the hei-tiki was135 Pendant Record for E3756 shows it was released for rotation with E3757 to be in
the Air and Space Museum’s exhibit from March 2013 to March 2018. Its technical
description in the conservation record in 2013 is very dispassionate: a pendant carved
from a single piece of greenstone in a flattened curvilinear abstract human form, very
thin in section with the front of the stone smoothly carved and polished while the back
is a flat polished surface; the carving depicts a large head tilted sharply to the right
and styled torso, arm and legs with small perforations at inner arms and legs. In the
current exhibit, the two hei-tikis are rotated on display to limit light damage and are
among just three items selected to represent the international character of the Wilkes
Expedition. The exhibit was developed by the Air and Space Museum, National
Museum of American History, and the National Museum of Natural History. One
Smithsonian curator noted that this represents a strong new inter-museum collabo-
ration.
136 Annual Report for Ethnology, 1905–1906, RU158 box 26, folder 17.
137 Adrienne L. Kaeppler, ‘Ali’i and Maka’ainana: The Representation of Hawaiians
in Museums at Home and Abroad’, in Karp, et al., Museums and Communities, pp.
458–475, quotation on p. 274.
www.sciencedirect.comfrequently left to tell its own story as exhibitors intended
the context to be instructive.
As part of the active practice in museums, the geo-
graphical and intellectual migrations of the hei-tiki sug-
gest that its meanings and significance were
simultaneously consistent and yet variable, including
periods of neglect. The hei-tiki’s hazy origins were in a
gift culture of the Maori people. It was undoubtedly a
token of respect or affection that carried with it mana (an
emotional and personal power that gave accumulated
strength to its owner) embedded in a jade carving that,
on its surface, looked much like similar objects. Charles
Wilkes obviously recognized its skilled craftsmanship
and rarity, identifying it as an object worth taking back
to the United States in the 1840s. His insistence on
acquiring it, despite Maori reluctance to give it up, attests
to its material value rather any recognition of its other
significance since he recorded nothing else about it. Once
in Washington, the piece of exotica was left with other
relics displayed in the Patent Office and then acquired by
the Smithsonian in 1857. Its value resided in its repre-
sentation of the Wilkes expedition and the peoples he
encountered. By that time, too, Pacific cultures were
beginning to attract the interest of those in the emerging
field of anthropology.
Throughout the 1860s, despite delays after a disastrous
fire in 1865, the Smithsonian’s collections were put on
display using historical or taxonomic principles. When
its holdings were subsequently reorganized in their move
to the new National Museum in the 1880s, their presenta-
tion was shaped by ethnologists who used objects as a
measure of the advance of civilization. Maori, who had fire
and stone, were loosely categorized as a stone-age people in
a scheme in which technology was the measuring stick for
social advancement. Now the hei-tiki had what Steven
Conn has called ‘didactic value’ that was used in construct-
ing arguments in the new anthropology and also used to
instruct the public.138 By the 1870s the collections were
grouped by peoples with their technologies, and so it was
relatively simple for Joseph Henry’s staff to identify and
loan the hei-tiki for the Philadelphia Exposition. There it
joined a somewhat miscellaneous array of items, repre-
senting Maori, Pakeha and mixed cultures in New Zeal-
and’s display as an icon of a particular people and absorbed
into the national identity of New Zealand for purposes of
the world’s fair. When anthropologists interests shifted
toward understanding distinctive cultures as a whole,
identified by some as kinship groups, the hei-tiki was
displayed with South Pacific artifacts in yet another move
to a new National Museum building in the 1910s. In the
post-colonial world of the 1950s and 1960s, global politics
and increasing attention to engage peoples in their own
heritage led to quite different approaches to exhibition and
ownership. Preservation of traditional materials and, in
the last third of the nineteenth century sometimes repa-
triation, became a way of acknowledging their taongo
(variously defined but always linked to heritage and to
meaning beyond materiality) and for over two decades the138 Steven Conn, Museums and American Intellectual Life and Do Museums Still
Need Objects? (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010).
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manikins taking stances and performing tasks viewed as
characteristic.139 Currently it has circled back to become a
symbol of the Wilkes Expedition in a display in the Air and
Space Museum. There is virtually no evidence about audi-
ence responses, some undoubtedly framed by the exhibit
context, and some perhaps just a fascination with the
figure itself and its artistry.
The hei-tiki, a stone carefully carved and likely ex-
changed as a gift among Maori, became a representative
of not only its originators but also of New Zealand in a
Washington cabinet of curiosities, at the Philadelphia
Centennial Exhibition, and eventually at the Smithso-
nian Institution in a variety of museum settings. There
and elsewhere hei-tikis are displayed in a variety of ways
– representatives of a specific culture, markers for cul-
tural development, and increasingly as esthetic art
objects valued for the skill provided by an artist or
craftsman who created these individual, distinctive fig-
ures. The two acquired by Wilkes remain a source for
anthropological investigation, and a demonstration of
just how materials can jump across categories and insti-
tutions. There is little evidence of research on the hei-tikis
at the Smithsonian’s museums where North American
Indians ethnology dominated, but they remain useful in
exhibition. The mobile hei-tiki, created of greenstone,139 The term taongo has layered meanings. McCarthy suggests that it collapses
special and temporal boundaries even as it blurs the western separation of the
material and immaterial world and focuses on the fundamental yet ongoing signifi-
cance of an object or collection of activities. McCarthy, Exhibiting Maori, pp. 28–29
and 120–122. Also see Conal McCarthy, Museum and Maori: Heritage Professionals,
Indigenous Collections, Current Practice (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 2011),
pp. 44, 217, where he discusses the difficult issue of repatriation and the importance of
understanding what respectful display entails.
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owner, collected by an acquisitive explorer, displayed
in order to represent exotic lands, exploration, art and
craft, cultural communities and the meaning of time and
navigation makes it clear that this object has malleable,
but never arbitrary, meaning for exhibitors and viewers.
To quote Nicholas Thomas, it shows ‘the mutability of
things in recontextualization’.140 The strong stone of the
hei-tiki displayed in Philadelphia maintains its material
integrity and today is carefully preserved as it is rotated
on display to minimize intense light exposure and is
handled with latex gloves.
As scholars recognize and this account demonstrates,
the changing descriptions and interpretations of a single
hei-tiki provide access to its cultural resonance with exter-
nal observers over time and in distinctive places. It is the
biographical history of such objects that provides the rich
layers of meaning that are both carried by and imposed on
museum artifacts by those who interpret them. Through it
all, the hei-tiki itself has resiliency. Its material presence
carries esthetic qualities and historical origins through the
interpretative frameworks created by site, individual re-
sponse and expert analysis. At the same time, those inter-
pretations record the individual imagination and cultural
perceptions that provide it with ongoing historical and
social significance.140 Thomas, Entangled Objects, p. 28.
